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The purpose of this thesis is to examine both the philosophy
and realization of lIinisterial education of the brotherhood of Christian
Churches (Disciples of Christ) during a period extending from 1900 te
19l5e This particular phase of study has been selected for several rea-
sons.
(1) As W. T. Meore once commented: "The Illostfundamental thing
in their plea is mainly educational."l There can be no comprehensive
understanding of the Restoration Movement that does not take into con-
sideration the educational system of that brotherhood.
(2) The difference of thought and practice that divides the
Brotherhood today may be seen in its embryonic stage in the period of
our study.
(3) There has been a gradual development of the educational phi-
losophy of the leaders of the brotherhood. The various types of minis-
terial education though ori~inating prior to the twentieth century were
nevertheless clarified and detenmined during the period of our study.
(4) The present day principles of financial support and brother-
hood oversight were first realized during this time. There has been lit-
tIe change in principle in the subsequent years.
Though the content of this thesis is primarily devoted to the
study of the period mentioned, we shall ~ive sufficient attention to the
l~vinfred Ernest Garrison and Alfred T. DeGroot, The Disciples· of
~C~h~r~i~st~:~A~H~i~s~t~o~EY~(St. Louis: Christian Board of Publication, 1954),
p. 372.
1
2events preceding the period that make the period itself interpretable.
Also in a few instances mention will be made of the period following
1915 when it is desirable to see the course of action that was taken as
the result of the formation of thought or policy prior to 1915.
Only occasional references will be made to either the schools
of the non-instrumental brethren or of the Ne&ro brethren and these ref-
erences will be made only when they are deemed pertinent to the general
scope of our study. Furthermore the study will be concerned only with
those colleges of the Disciples which are within the continental United
States.
For purposes of clarification the term "Church of Christ" will
be used to refer to that segment of the movement which in actual fact
had separated fram the rest of the brotherhood prior to our study thou~h
the official recognition of the separation came within this period. The
terms "Disciples of Christ" and "Christian Churches" as well as lithe
br-ot.herhood" and "the Restoration Movement" will be used to refer to the
remainder of that movement, including those individuals or !roups who
may not necessarily be cooperative with the International Convention.
On occasion the tem "independent" will be used to desi~nate this latter
group.
CHAPTER I
DEVELOPMENT OF THE VARIOUS PHILOSOPHIES
OF MINISTERIAL EDUCATION
A Historical Survey of the Early Colleges
The four men with whom the origination of the Restoration Move-
ment, is usually associated were men whose minds had been disciplined by
formal education. The Campbells had studied in the University of Glas~ow,
Walter Scott in the University of Edinburgh, and Barton stone in David
Caldwell's school, which has been described as "in reality a private col-
lege."l These men were fully aware of the importance of education to the
vitalization of the movement that was coming into bein~.
This concern led Alexander Campbell to establish a school for
boys on his farm in 1818. The school, a simple one, was called Buffalo
Seminary and Campbell's purpose in organizing it was to train young men
for the ministry. As this was the earliest educational endeavor of the
Disciples and as it reflects an early period in the thinking of CampbeU
2
it is interesting to note the course of progress of that school.
He took the students into his own home, boarded them at his own table,
and taught them personally. The SUbstantial house that Mr. Campbell's
father-in-law, Mr. Brown, had built soon after he bought the farm in
1793 was enlarged by the addition of a two-story extension to the west
lIDid ., p , 222.
2The contrast as it is to be noted between the writin~s of the
Christian Baptist and of the Millennial Harbinger.
4with a one-story ell back of that, and by the enclosure of a porch.
It does not seem to have been his expectation to add materially to
his income b.Y this means. Board was $1.50 a week, and tuition
("including Hebrew and French!!)was five dollars a quarter. But
the school did not serve the purpose for which it was intended.
The boys were not interested in preparin, for the ministry. The
school was discontinued after four years.3
The early years saw the rapid multiplication of the numerical
following of the mOV8l1ent. Thousands were added annually by persuasive
evangelists moving on the frontier. Almost as soon as these people be-
came cognizant of the mission of their movement the clamor went up that
a school or schools be established. However, the man who had once been
eager to establish a school on the banks of Buffalo Creek was now hesi-
tant. Alexander Campbell felt that "the proposals were premature.1I4













generally accepted leader of the movement. Perhaps the youthful, zeal-
ous Campbell had grown more conservative. But the desire for a school
The men who molded the American frontier knew that they could not
conquer it if they allowed it to impose its wildness upon them.
They were zealouS for the establishment of institutions in which 5
learnin~ might be fostered and by which it might be disseminated.
I
,r
Separation of the Disciples from the Baptists, culminating in
union with the Christians in 1$32 gave an added impetus to the desire.
John Cook Bennett unsuccessfully toured Ohio and Virginia in an attempt
to establish a school. In Indiana he was successful and on January 24,
1$33, he was granted a charter for "Christian College" to be located at
New Al_any. Bennett was to be president; stone, secretary; and Scott,
3aarrison and DeGroot, op. cit., p. 16$.
4rbid., p, 223.
5Ibid., pp. 222-223.
5one of the incorporators. Alain, Campbell offered no assistance to the
project.6 Ne further mention is made of the effort.
The actual crystallization of the aspirations of many came in
1836 when under the leader;3hip of John Thorton Johnson a college was
founded at Georgetown, Kentucky. The school was named Bacon College in
honor of Francis Bacon, eminent English philosopher. Walter Scott.was
'I;.hefirst presid ent of the college. The first year saw students comine
from twelve states and the District of Columbia. At this point the ret-
icence on the part of Alexander Campbell ended and he gave his hearty ap-
proval of the college in 1837.7
By this time a new factor had entered into the educational enter-
prise. The periodicals of the brotherhood were lending their support.
Barton Wo stone, through the editorship of the Qhristian Messen!er, spoke
out emphatically on the subject. J. T. Johnson and Walter Scott, as co-
editors of the Christian, encouraged the work and were Doth instrumental
in founding Bacon College.8 In the years that followed other periodicals
took up the cry, prominent among them being the Millennial Harbin!er, and
in later years, the Christian Standard and the Christian-~Yangelist.
/,
l
In 1839 the .rotherhood in Indiana held what is commonly regarded
as the first state-~dde assembly, attended by about fifty preachers and a
host of other Christian workers, representing 116 churches and 7,701 mem-
bers.. Among the resolutions adopted was one encouraging the "education
ef young ministers and other youth at Indiana state University, Blctomington.,,9
6Ibid., p. 250.
7Ibid., p , 249.
Swilliam Thomas Moore, A Com rehensive Histo of the Disci les of
Christ (New York: Fleming H. Revell Company, 1909 , p. 358.
9Garrison and DeGroot, Ope cit., p. 238.
6However this was only an encouragement to study and there was no direct
effort on the part of the brotherhood to offer financial support. Only
years later was such an effort to take place.
In 1840 the Vir~inia Legislature granted a charter for Bethany
College in the village of Bethany, Brooke County, Virginia.
10
The col-
lege opened the next year with Alexander Campbell as president. Servin~
in that capacity until his death in 1866, Campbell gave such leadership
to the school as enabled it to become the "mother of colleges" for the
brotherhood.
A decade later two new schools appeared simultaneously upon the
horizon. The Ohio Legislature granted a charter on March 1, 1850, for
the Western Reserve Eclectic Institute. The school itself opened for
the first session on November 27, 1850. The curriculum covered a wide
11area from the elementary to the college level. Growing rapidly, the
School changed its name to Hiram. "The fact that Hiram, in the years
immediate~ prior to the Civil War, was the on~ distinctly 'northern'







Also in 1850 a charter was obtained in Indiana for Northwestern ,
lChristian University. This school likewise observed a remarkable growth
and was later named Butler University in honor of Ovid Butler who had
been instrumental in its founding. Though the relationship between Camp-
;I
C
bell and the founders of Bacon College had been quite amiable the affin-
ity between Campbell and OVid Butler was somewhat strained. Butler wrote
to Campbell saying: "There are some, and indeed, many of us, who cannot
10J. H. Garrison (ed.), The Reformation of the Nineteenth Centur
(St. Louis: Christian Publishing Company, 1901 , p. 153.
l~enry K.Shaw, Buckeye Disciples (st. Louis: Christian Board of
Publication, 1952), p. 161.
l2Ibid., pp. 161-162.
7avoid the conviction, that, in religion as in politics, the south claims
and receives the principal attention of our leadin~ brethren.,,13 Camp-
bell, sensing the feeling in the mind of Butler, replied that he had neg-
lected to visit Indiana because "in autunm, Indiana has been celebrated
for fevers, and in winter, for impassable roads.,,14
Once the norm was established schools began to sprin~ up every-
where on the frontier at the instigation of the Disciples. It is well
to note that at this period of American history the careful differenta-
tion of the educational system that characterizes the present day did
not exist. There was no exact delineation of levels amon~ schools, a.cad-
ellies, institutes, seminaries, and colleges. In every instance standards
of entrance, curriculum, and scholarship were low. Suffice it to say that
the emphasis on education was emotional rather than deeply intellectual.
Nevertheless the schools came.
The interest in education continued to grow. The various period-
icals published by the Disciples at this time all advocated the found-
ing and support of colleges, and these began to multiply, even faster
perhaps than was wise at that particular period. Nevertheless, it has
always been true that whatever is in the air may become epidemic. The
profound interest which had been developed in education became almost
epidemic with the Disciples in the establishment of colleges, so that
it was not long ~til a number of these had been started without any
adequate support. 5
We need but to look at the record of one state where the Reforma-
tion was strong to see the truth of this statement.
To illustrate from one state alone, Kentucky, the Protestant Unionist
(1$40-48) indicates that in this early period, Disciples were then op-
erating the Female Eclectic Institute (Poplar Hill Academy) near Frank-
fort, another at Mount Sterling, Greenville Institute at Harrodsburg,
Georgetown Female Institute, the Inductive Institute at Paris, Ladies'
13Garrison and DeGroot, 2P. cit., p , 333.
14Ibid•
l~oore, op. cit., p. 411.
8Boarding School at Versailles, and Pinkerton's School for Youn& Ladies
at r-r..idway.This is not a complete list for even one state in one dec-
ade.l6
Claude E. Spencer, curator of the Disciples of Christ Historical Society,
compiled a list in 1946 of "colleges, seminaries, academies and institutes
founded or controlled by Disciples of Christ, either as privately or church
owned institutions."l? The record, though incomplete, listed 256 names.
The large majority of these came into existence prior to 1900.
Some have claimed for these earliest Disciple colleges the honor
of being the originators of coeducation. Actually Oberlin College was the
first to accept the principle of coeducation but indeed the Disciple col-
leges were among the pioneers in the field.18 Northwestern Christian Uni-
versity was chartered in 1850 with the provision that "both sexes should
be taught in the same classes and graduated with the same honors.,,19 Hiram
College from its beginning in 1850 was coeducationa1.20 Christian Univer-
sity,2l chartered at Canton, Missouri, in 1853, and opening in 1855 was the
first college of any faith west of the Mississippi River to pursue coeduca-
tion.22 Eureka College, incorporated in February, 1855, was the first col-
lege in Illinois to accept women on an equal basis with men.23 It is in-
teresting to note that the opponents of coeducation argued that "the young
16Garrison and DeGroot, Ope cit., pp. 249-250.
l7Ibid., p, 371.
18surve of Service:
Board of Publication, 1928 ,
19Garrison (ed.), Ope cit., p. 155.
of Christ (St. Louis: Christian
20Survey of Service: Disciples of Christ, loco cit.
21Now Culver-Stockton College.
22 . dGarr~son an DeGroot, Ope cit., p. 252.
23Ibid., p. 304.
9people, if bro~,ht together in the classroom, would fall in love with
each other and that the standard would need to De lowered to accommodate
the mentality of the presumed weak er sex.,,24
This is the gere ral history of education in the brotherhood in
the first sixty year period prior to the be:;inning of our study. At the
close of this period a metamorphosis was taking place:
With only small credit to the colleges, and that indirectly,
there arose two new impulses in education among the Disciples dur-
ing the nineties. One was the trickle of a small stream of youn,
ministerial students fram br-ct.her-hocd inbtitutions to the great
~raduate schools for seminary training. The second was the emer-
gence of an entirely new type of higher educational institution--one
in which the Disciples were pioneers--a religious foundation in af-
filiation with a secular or non-Disciple university. The major
achievements of these agencies belong to the twentieth century, but
since their birth and early success took place during the closing
decade of the nineteenth, the record must begin here.25
The Educational Philosophy of Alexander Campbell
So dynamic was the life of Alexander Campbell that his thought
and action deternuned the course of the life of the brotherhood of Chris-
tian Churches even until today, nearly a century after his passing. So
it is in the area of education. No other man or group of men did so much
to determine the course of education in ,eneral and ministerial education
in specific as did Campbell. Consequently, it is imperative that we ex-
amine the educational philosophy of the Sage of Bethany.
As a youth Alexander observed the vocational interests of his fa-
there The Disciple historians, Garrison and DeGroot, describe the Camp-
bell s as "a teaching family. ,,26
(st.
2~Walter Wilson Jennings, A Short History of the Disciples of Christ
Louis: The Bethany Press, 1929), p. 194.
25Garrison and DeGroot, OPe cit., p. 375.
26Ibid., p , 141.
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The scholarly, voluminous works that came from Campbell's pen
were not produced easily. From the time that he was forming the first
great principles of the Reformation in his mind until the end he spent
many tedious hours daily in study. It was his good fortune to avail
himself at some length of the facilities at the University of Glasgow
before he arrived for the first time in the United states. His pattern
of study at Glasgow is noted here:
Retiring to bed at ten o'clock P.M., he rose regularly at four in
the morning. At six, he attended his class in French; from seven
to eight, a class in the Greek Testament; and from eight to ten,
his Latin classes, returning to bathe and breakfast at ten. In the
afternoon he recited in a more advanced Greek class and in Logic,
attending also several lectures per week delivered by Dr. Ure, and
accompanied with experiments in natural science, in which he was
very much int.erested .27
Though this brief effort brought to a close Campbell's formal
education he did not cease to drink at the fountain of knowledge.
Alexander Campbell, immediately upon his arrival on the scene
of this nascent reformation, gave himself to diligent and systematic
private study to prepare himself for usefulness in it. His ardor
for it was not dampened by its apparent failure. He devoted an hour
every day to the study of Greek, an hour to Latin, half an hour to
Hebrew, two hours to memorizing ten verses of Scripture, reading
them in the original language and studying the commentaries on ~hem,
and as much time as remained to the reading of Church history.2
Even in the latter years under the strain of the presidency of the
brotherhood's leading college, the editorship of the brotherhood's
most widely read periodical, and continual engagements as the brother-
hood's outstanding lecturer, speaker, and leader he did not forsake the
arduous toil of study. It was a familiar sight for the early riser at
the Campbell mansion to see a light burning in the little brick study
just west of the home, hours before the beginning of the fir5t class on
27Robert Richardson, Memoirs of Alexander Campbell (CinCinnati:
Standard Publishing Company, n.d.), I, 131.
213Garrison and DeGroot, o£. cit., pp. 153-154.
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the nearby campus of Bethany College.
The keenly analytical mind of Campbell had formulated a philos-
ophy of education back in the mid-thirties when he became aware of the
ever-increasing demand of the brotherhood for a colle~e. It is quite
probable that Campbell did not give his approval to the first colleges
because they did not coincide with his philosophy. A year before his
college was incorporated he set forth his philosophy of education in a
series of articles in the Millennial Harbinger.29
By gathering several statements composed over the years by Camp-
bell we are able to grasp the basis of what was destined to be a new con-
cept of education in the United States. Campbell wrote, "With me ~-
~ and the formation of moral character are identical expressions.It30
He further defines education:
It is agreed, by all Who have devoted a proper amount of atten-
tion to this subject, that education, properly defined, is the full
development of man to himself, in his whole physical, intellectual
and moral constitution, with a proper reference to his whole destiny
in the universe of God.]!
Campbell's philosophy of education was well-rounded, as is seen in this
observation by Earl West:
Campbell's mind thought in terms of great principles. One of
his favorite lines of thought was to divide his study of man into
three important phases or states--the natural, preternatural, and
supernatural-man as he was, as he is, and as he w-ill be. Man is a
physical, spiritual, and intellectual being, and no education can be
complete that does not train man for all three. To train man to be
a physical and intellectual giant while overlookin~ the spiritual is
29Alexander Campbell, "Schools and Education. No. I,ll Millennial
Harbinger, New Series, Vol. III, No. V (May, 1839), 233-234, and "Schools
and Education - No. II~'Millennial Harbinger, New Series, Vol. III, No. VI
(June, 1839), 278-280.
30Alexander Campbell, "New Institutions - No. III," Millennial
Harbinger, New Series, Vol. IV, No. IV (April, 1840), 157.
31Alexander Campbell, "Schools and Co.LLegee - No. I," Millennial
Harbinger, Series III, Vol. VII, No. III (March, 1850), 123.
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like puttin~ a high-powered gun in the hands of a savage. He be-
comes a potential threat to the safety of the community.32
Further attesting to the fact that education is to develop every realm
of society in every aspect of life is this statement by Ca~pbell in the
preface to the Millennial Harbinger for 1840:
The cause of education becomes a more and more int.eresting ob-
ject in pursuance of this plan. We must begin at the nursery. We
must have family, school, colle~e, and church education, adapted to
the entire physical, intellectual, moral and religious constitution
of man. Of these the first in time, place and importance, is the do-
mestic and family training. We have been dreaming for ages, and are
only just now awaking to the importance of education--not merely to
its importance, but to the rationale--the philosophy of the thing
called Education.33
Such an understanding of education led Campbell to deviate from
the accepted norm of education. When the announcement, was made concern-
iIlg the beginning of Bethany College, Campbell claimed that it was a
unique institution in that the curriculum was centered about the Bible
as the basic textbook.
BETHANY COLLEGE is the only College known to us in bhe civilized
world, founded upon the Bible. It is not a theological school, founded
upon human theology, nor a school of divinity, founded upon the Bible;
but a literary ani scientific inst:i.tution,founded upon the Bible as
the basis of all true science and true learning.
It is founded upon the Bible in the following manner: The Bible
is every day publicly read by one student in the hearing of all the
other stUdents. It is then lectured upon for nearly one hour, contem-
plated first historically; in which view of it, its facts of creation,
providence, legislation and redemption, as developed in the writings
of Moses, and other J~ish historians and prophets, the Christian apos-
tles and evangelists, are, in order, exhibited, investigated and clas-
sified under appropriate heads.34
This would not have been so startling had Bethany been begun as a minis-
terial training school. But for a school founded as an institution of
J2Earl Irvin West, The Search for the Ancient Order (Nashville:
Gospel Advocate Company, 1949), I, 269-270.
33Alexand er Campbell, "Pre face)" Millennial Harbinger, New Series,
Vol. IV (1840), 4.
34Alexander Campbell, "Bethany College," Millennial Harbinger,
Series III, Vol. VII, No. V (May, 1850), 291.
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liberal arts this was an innovation.
His was to be a school to prepare young men for a Christian vo-
cation whatever that vocation might be. The man who had sou~ht minis-
terial candidates for Buffalo Seminary also urged them to come to Beth-
any but the curriculum was not to be altered to their advantage.
Those destined for the ministry of the Word, are thus furnished
with all the !rand materials of their future profession; and those
assigned to other professions in life, are prepared to enjoy them-
selves in the richest of all possessions--a mind enlightened with
Divine Revelation, and the history of man impartially d5~wrL by the
hands of the greatest masters that ever spoke or wrote.
To insure the continuation of this original operational procedure Camp-
bell even had written into the charter of the college a prohibition
agaanst, teaching "theology.tl36
That the principles for which his college was inau~urated might
be carried out Campbell insisted that only students of high moral char-
acter be admitted to the school.
None need apply for places that cannot come well recommended for
moral character. Those direct from other Colleges must have good
testimonials from the Faculty or President of such Institution.
The formation of moral character, and the preservation of it, are,
at this Institution, paramount and indispensable objects.3?
In the same issue of the Millennial Harbinger Campbell was careful to
point out that Bethany College was not a type of "reform school, II de-
signed to do that which negligent parents had failed to do.
Some, however, it would seem, have either wholly mistaken the
character of their sons, or the character and intentions of our In-
stitution. They seem to have regarded it as a sort of Penitentiary
institution, to which youth of either doubtful or desperate charac-
ter may be sent in the hope of reformation. This is a grand mistake
35Ibid•
36aarrison and DeGroot, op. cit., pp. 536-537.
37Alexander Campbell, "Bethany Coll ege ," Millennial Harbinger,
New Series, Vol. VI, No. II (February, 1842), 96.
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of our intentionse An institution of that sort, I have no doubt, is
much needed in our country; but we.will leave the erection, discipline,
and gover-nment- of it to more axper Lenced hands. We intend a school for
the acquisition of learning and science, and for the formation, corrob-
oration, and salvation of moral character.38
Judging bytoday's standard of laxity, campus discipline at that time was
rather strict. Students were forbidden to possess weapons, servants, horses,
or dogs. Students were to refrain from gambling, swearing, drinking, and
smoking. Minor infractions such as playing games on Sunday, playin~ musi-
cal instruments after 10 o'clock, defacing college property, and absence
from classes or campus were also forbidden to the student.39 To further
protect the moral standard of his college Campbell took the precaution to
locate the campus in an isolated place as a "safeguard against the cor-
ruptions of city life.,,40 Indeed a more picturesque setting for a campus
could not be found. "Everythin!; about Bethany lend s itself to communion
.with the great creator.1I41
The Liberal Arts College
Bacon College was not the kind of school Campbell desired for the
brotherhood. Campbell said:
Well knowing that Bacon College could not answer the purposes I de-
signed, I obtained a liberal charter for Bethany College, and founded
it at once upon the BiOle, as the 0f2Y foundation of real learning,
human philosophy and moral science.
Campbell's school, founded on the basis of his philosophy of education,
38Ibid., p. 80.
39Alexand er Camplilell, "By-La'iw'sof Bethany College, II Millennial Har-
binger, New Series, Vol. VI, No. I (January, 1842), 30.
40Walter Wilson Jennings, .!::O~r=iQ.~=·n~a: !n;!::d:.,.;::Ea=r:.:;llJl--;.:.:=;:;.:~~~.;;.:.;.;;_;;~~;;.&;,;;;l;.;.e.;;.s
~ Christ (Cincinnati: The Standard Publishing Company,
4lM •t 366eore , op. CJ. ., p , •
42Alexander Campbell, "The North-Western Christian University," ~-
lennial Harbinger, Series Ill, Vol. VII, No. VI (June, 1850), 334.
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determined the course of general education as Jell as ministerial edu-
cation for the remainder of the nineteenth cenfury· A Bible centered
liberal arts curriculum was to be provided for all youn, people desir-
in, an education. Ministerial stu:ients would share the same classes
with those prepar-ing for law or medicine or engineering or t.eachdrig ,
Other colleges came into being in the subsequent years, following the
curricular pattern of Bethany.
Men who taught in these schools were for th~ ~ost part school.
teachers by education and training. They dfs1re~ to take the1r
Christianity wi. th them in their business aPd wh11e teachfng other
subjects, they would not ne,lect the gre~tept book of all--the Bi-
ble. Theological seminaries were for the mPst part tabooed. The
idea was to ,ive a general education, and ~ong with it ~each the
Bible, for it was just as necessary to a coPplete educat10n as any
other phases of study.43
In 1849 L. L. Pinkerton, J. T. Johnson, and James Ware Parrish
were instrumental in establishin~ Kentucky Fema}e Orphan School, at Mid-
way, Kentucky. This is now Midway Junior ColleJe. In 1850, Western Re-
serve Eclectic Institute opened in Hiram, Ohio, becoming Hiram Collet;e
in 1867. Christian College, lecated in a small house in Columbia, Mis-
souri, held its first classes in 1851. Christian University was char-
tered at Canton, Missouri, in 1853. Now Culve~tockton College, it is
located on a low, wooded hill overlooking the wjOdin! Mississippi River.
Northwestern Christian University, now Butler u~iversity, began in 1855.
Also in 1855, Eureka College was chartered at Eureka, Illinois. What is
now Texas Christian University be,an in 1873. In 1875 Southern Christian
Institute was chartered at Edwards, Mississippi, to serve the Ne!roes of
that area. Drake University at Des Moines, Iowa, began in 1881. In 1889
Cotner College began at Lincoln, Nebraska. WilJJam Woods College of Ful-
ton, Missouri, has served yo ung women since 1890. While this is by no
43West, _o...p.;...• ...;;c;.;;:i:.::;.t., I, 270.
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means a complete list of the Disciple schools of the period it does com-
prise the prominent schools that have continued to function and are to-
day member institutions of the Board of Higher Education.44
To comprehend the significance of the contribution of the colleges
of the period to the brotherhood we must acknowledge the uniqueness of the
Bible centered curriculum. This has been listed as one of the four major
Disciple contributions to American education.
When Alexanier Campbell stipulated that the Bible should be used as a
textbook in Bethany, and when he made the study of it the center--the
heart, as it were--of the college curriculum, he was starting an in-
novation in American education. Bethany College was the first college
in the United states to make such a prescription, and as the Bible,
and the Bible alone, was made the magna charta of the Current Refonna-
tion, so it likewise assumed a place of prime importance in the edu-
cational institutions Which were established by the pioneers of this
movement. As has been pointed out in the report, the Bible still re-
mains the core of the curriculum.45
Campbell's position was that the study of the Bible was so imperative to
a liberal arts education that the liberal education "could not be truly
liberal but would be cramped and truncated without the Christian perspec-
tive as to manls spiritual nature and needs, his relation to God and his
eternal destiny.n46 When delegates fran thirty-one Ohio churches met in
November, 1849, it was for the purpose of establishing a school to meet
the local need of the brotherhood in "the character and scope of its in-
structions, especially its moral and religious instructions. ,,47
Its founder s thought that the Bible ought to hold a prominent place
in the educational system, that it was the only proper foundation for
moral and ethical culture, and consequently that it ought to enter into
44Board of Higher Education (Indianapolis: Board of Higher Educa-
tion, n sd $)
45survey of Service: Disciples of Christ, Ope cit., p. 652.
46Winfred E. Garrison, Christian Unity and Disciples of Christ
(St. Louis: The Bethany Press, 1955), p. 119.
47
J
• H. Garrison (ed.), The Reformation of the Nineteenth Century,
Ope cit., p. 154.
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the education of our young peop1e--substantially the views which
controlled Alexander Campbell in the founding of Bethany College.48
The mark of t he churches that sponsored the school was very apparent.
It was a child of the churches, at a time when the churches were
composed of plain farmer folk and pioneer preachers. The purpose
of its founders is seen in the motto on the college seal: "Let
there be light." A clause in the charter, providing for instruc-
tion in moral science as based on the facts and precepts of the
Holy Scriptures, points to the supreme source of that li.ght as they
conceived it.49
Indeed it could be said from the beginning that the effort of the school
"has been directed toward the development of sterling manhood and woman-
hood, together with well-trained scholarship.,,50 Northwestern Christian
University of Indianapolis, chartered by the Indiana legislatttre on Jan-
uary 15, 1850, and begirming in November, 1855, was founded on a quite
similar basis.
The inspiration of the founders was a belief, or conviction, that
the prosperity of New Testament Christianity, in our age and country,
is intimately connected with the cause of education. The two were
believed to go hand in hand. The Bible was, almost as a matt51 of
course, adopted as a text-book, and so continues to this day.
In summary, we note that no special emphasis was given to instruc-
tion for ministerial students. All students enjoyed a richly impregnated
Biblical curriculum. Consequently ministerial students did not suffer
for a lack of proper preparation. For example in the instance of Bethany
College, "a Large number of men were trained for the ministry within its
walls, who received the impress of Mr. Campbell's personality, and who
48Ibid., pp. 154-155.
49Alanson WilcoX, A HistorY of the Disciples of Christ in Ohio
(Cincinnati: The standard Publishing Company, 1918), p. 87.
50Ibid., p, S4.
51J• H. Garrison (ed.), The Reformation of the Nineteenth Century,
2E. cit., p. 155.
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subsequently became important factors in the development of the movement.,,52
The Bible COllege
Just prior to the passing of Campbell a new philosophy of minis-
terial education was being formed.
Thus, there is evidence that in about 1865 a new emphasis was
being placed on education as a requisite for the ministry by the
churchese These discussions on more extensive ministerial training
than heretofore had been given, led to the founding of the College
of the Bible in connection with Transylvania University in 1865. In
this move the theory of training preachers in connection with a sci-
entific and literary institution was adhered to and the designation
of theological school was purposely avoided. This marked the begin-
ning of a new type of institution among Disciples of Christ, which
has served as a model for a number of other institutions connected
with colleges and universities of Disciples of Christ.53
This first school was the College of the Bible. It •.;asone of five colleges
composing Kentucky University which opened in Lexington, Kentucky, on Octo-
ber 2, 1865. There were thirty-seven students. Robert Milligan was the
first president of the College of the Bible.54
The College of the Bible held a unique position among the Disci-
ples in those days. While most of the colleges had Bible departments,
the College of the Bible was the first institution among the Disciples
that was devoted exclusively to the training of ministers. It became
the model for others, Drake University being the next institution to
establish a College of the Bible. Because the College of the Bible
was the oldest, and for a time the only institution of its kind among
the Disciples, and because of the reputation of its faculty, it drew
students ~rom all parts of the world where there were Christian
churches.::>'
In the years that followed the brethren that were later to con-
stitute the Church of Christ established the Nashville Bible School at
52J• H. Garrison, The Story of a Century (St. Louis: Christian
Publishing Company, 1909), p. 161.
53Riley Benjamin Montgomery, The Education of Ministers of Disciples
of Christ (ste Louis: The Bethany Press, 1931), pp. 50-51.
54west, OPe cit., II, 114.
55Alonzo Willard Fortune, The DisCiyles in Kentucky (The Convention
of the Christian Churches in Kentucky, 1932 , p. 279.
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Nashville. This school, established by Hardin~ and Lipscomb, set the
pattern for several other colleges that were established about the turn
of the century.56 Je W. McGarvey, at the College of the BiDle, was
somewhat perturbed by the beginning of this new school thinking that
it might become a "formidable competitor" with the school with which he
was affiliated.57
Other Bible colleges began to came. In 1893 the School of Evan-
gelists was founded by Ashley Johnson at Kimberlin Heights, Tennessee.58
This school later was named Johnson Bible College in honor of its founder.
In 1895 the Eugene Divinity School was begun by E. C. Sanderson at Eugene,
Oregon. Located across the street from the University of Oregon, the pol-
icy of the school at first was to not offer a degree but to provide "Chris-
tian instruction to young people who were encouraged to seek an accredited
degree from the state university:09 This school later became Eugene Bible
University and still later Northwest Christian College. Following a pol-
icy similar to that of Sanderson's, two other schools were also established
before the close of the century. One of these was the Bible College of
Missouri, adjacent to the University of Missouri at Columbia. The other
was Berkeley Bible Seminary, adjacent to the University of California at
60Berkeley. This latter school later became Chapman College.
It has been said of these Bible colleges:
The college of the Bible, or college of religion, where it has been
established, has been of seminary nature, though always co-ordinated
56West, OPe cit., II, 385.
57Ibid., II, 384.
58
Garrison and DeGroot, Ope cit., p. 417.
59Ibid., p. 380.
60Ibid ., p. 379.
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with a scientific and literary institution. These Bible colleges,
though eschewing the designation of "theological seminaries" have
come to offer t~e same degrees to their graduates as are given by
the seminaries. 1
The Bible colleges of the independent brethren of the Christian
Churches are a phenonemon of the twentieth century, with the exception
of Johnson Bible College, and will be considered later.
The Bible Chair
Also at the close of the century came the Bible chair at the uni-
versity. This was a distinctive Disciple contribution to the field of
religious education. Thomas Jefferson had first proposed the idea in the
United states of placing theological seminaries next to universities but
it was the Christian Woman's Board of Mission who first put this idea into
practice.62 Attendance had increased rapidly at the tax-supported educa-
tional institutions across the nation and it was observed that there were
more young Disciples attendint these schools than the brotherhood col-
leges.63 Consequently the purpose of the Bible chairs was to "furnish
adequate, constructive religious instruction for the students of the uni-
versity on a par with other lines of university instruction, and to do it
in cooperation with other religious forces on the campus. ,,64 It was ar-
gued that the placing of the Bible chairs at the state universities would
be advantageous financially because there was no need to finance an en-
tire school when it was possible to use the existing institutions and nec-
essary to add only chairs of religious instruction. "The argument is, why
6~ontgomery, Ope cit., p. 51.
62 .B. A. Abbot, The Disc~ples: An Interpretation (st. Louis: The
Bethany Press, 1924), p. 29.
63aarrison and DeGroot, Ope cit., p. 416.
64survey of Service: Disciples of Christ, Ope cit., p , 256.
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pay vast sums to establish chairs of science, history and philosophy,
when these chairs are already supported by the taxes we pay, and are
usually filled by Christian gentlemen?,,65
The first project, undertaken by the Christian Woman's Board of
MiSSions, was to establish a chair for teaching the English Bible at the
University of Michigan at Ann Arbor e This was accomplished in 1893. Im-
mediately, lecture courses were offered at the Universities of Virginia,
Pennsylvania, Georgia, Kansas, and Texas. The Universities of Pennsyl-
vania and Georgia soon discontinued the projects. At the other schools
the work prospered and Bible chairs were established at Lawrence, Kansas,
in 1901, at Austin, Texas, in 1904, and at Charlottesville, Virginia in
1906e66
The response to the pioneering work of the Disciples was twofold:
(1)the larger Protestant denominations instituted similar programs; (2)
the universities who were at first disinterested responded to the new en-
terprise, encouraging it upon the campus, and offering regular college
credit for such work.67
The Divinity House
Though limited numerically the divinity house does constitute a
phase in the development of Disciple ministerial education. The divinity
house is described as "the school or house affilia.ted with a.university
having a divinity school of its own in which the students of the 'house'
are registered and to which it contributes such courses as it desires to
-
65C• C. Rowlinson, "The Methoi of Contact In Our EducationalSYstem," Christian-Evangelist, Vol. XLII, No.4 (January 26, 1905), 113.
66Survey of Service: Disciples of Christ, Ope cit., p. 233.
67Ibid., p, 257.
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offer for its own students or for others.,,68
The first project of the Disciples in this realm of ministerial
education was that of the Disciples Divinity House in connection with the
University of Chicago. This proved to be a ver,y successful experiment.
69
Writing on 'behalf of this project, J. H. Garrison said:
Time was when it was thought by some that Bethany College would be
adequate to meet all the educational needs of the Disciples, and each
new effo~t since then to multiply educational facilities has had its
critics;{O
In thl.'s is reflected the general need of the period, namely a trained min-
istry. Churches were being established and converts being won at a more
rapid rate than the ministry was being prepared.
The Graduat e Seminary
Actually the seminary program of ministerial education as it is
known in the mid-twentieth century had not been developed during the pe-
riod covered by this thesis. Such a program consists of three years ad-
ditional work, emphasizing special courses for ministerial preparation,
beyond the standard bachelor's degree which is required for admission.
In 1938 the American Association of Theological Schools announced,
for the first time, a list of accredited seminaries. Included on this
list was the College of the :SibLe at Lexington. Later, Brite College of
Texas Christian University was add ed to become the second school of the
Disciples. In 1945 the School of Religion of Butler University was ac-
credited, becoming the third SChool.71
68 't ~77Garri son and DeGroo t, op. Cl. ., p..J •




• H. Garrison, lithe Chicago Educational Enterprise," Christian-
~angelist, Vol. XXXI, No. 31 (August 2, 1894), 482.
71Co1by D. Hall, Histor of Texas Christian Universit (Fort Worth:
Texas ChrIstian University Press, 1947 , pp. 222-223.
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We note, then, in summarizing this introductory period that (1)
Alexander Campbell made what he considered a unique contribution in es-
tablishing a Bible centered curriculum at Bethany College and (2) all of
the various types of Disciple educationa.l institutions, with the excep-
tion of the graduate seminary, had originated prior to the beginning of
the period of our study. However we must recognize that the uniqueness
of the Bible based curriculum has been unintentionally exaggerated by
our writers, including Campbell himself. A careful examination indicates
that the Bible was used in denominational schools of the period. The
uniqueness of Campbe.l L's contribution no doubt was in the fact that Bi-
ble study as he conducted it at Bethany was for the most part disasso-
ciated with established theological doctrines.
CHAPTER II
PROBLN1S OF THE INTERPRETATION OF THE PURPOSE OF THE MOVEMENT
Any study of the Disciple colleges after the turn of the century
must take into account the problem of the interpretation of the purpose
of the Restoration Movement. In the years following the death of Camp-
bell there came to be two major emphases in the brotherhood. Discussion
arose over the nature of the restoration that was to be desired. Some
sought a literal restoration of first century Christianity, others sought
a more figurative or symbolical restoration. Discussion led to controversy
and controversy brought division. But even after the separation contro-
versy continued within the progressive element. One segment of the leaders
of the movement placed the preponderance or enlphasis on the achievement of
Christian union as the goal of the movement. The other segment placed
great emphasis on the exactness of the re-creation or restoration of first
centul~ Christianity. The delicate balance of emphasis between union and
restoration that had been maintained while Campbell lived was lost. Con-
sequently the problem arose within the colleges in the period of our study
as to the interpretation of the purpose or the Restoration Movement. It
is with this problem that we are concerned in this chapter of our study.
Obviously we shall not attempt to reconciLe the problem for greater men
than we have been unsuccessful in attempting this. It will be our purpose
to simply recognize the significance of the problem to the development of
the system of ndnisterial education in the period being considered.
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The Policy in the Early Years
Campbell had founded a college of liberal arts, unique in that it
was based upon the Bible as the source of infonnation.
A text-book he must have for the studies of material nature, and
a text-book he must have for the studies of spiritual nature. God
has provided for him both, and they are equally infallible and Divine.
Education, therefore, never can be properly conducted nor perfected
without these two great Divine and infallible text-books--material
nature, and the Inspired Volume. A school without a Bible, is, there-
fore, as desolate and cheerless as a house without bed and board. Any
scheme of moral science or moral training, without the study of the
Bible, is, therefore, not adapted to the ~enius of human nature.
Some had objected to such religious education, saying, lilt is better to
have no religious instruction, lest some error be communicated, and an un-
due advantage be thus gained .112 Canpbe.Ll.t s answer was this:
This objection, whether silly or wise, bears not against our method
of teaching the Bible. Our profession, being purely catholic--not Ro-
man, nor Grecian, nor Anglican Catholic, but simply catholic, or extend-
ing only to that which is unive~sally admitted by all denominations--we
cannot, while true to our profession and our party, do any thing, or
teach any thing, contradictory to our position. We, indeed, are the
only denomination or people that could introduce the Bible into a Col-
lege, and daily teach it, inasmuch as we care for nothing that is not
recognized by every party in Ch~istendom.3
It was Campbell's belief that no hann could Come from such a study of Bib-
lical truth. Campbell even had the original bylaws of Bethany College
written to provide for "religious worship and instruction ••• to "be per-
formed by respectable ministers of raruous denominations" in the college
chapel every Sunday.4
1Alexander Campbell, "Schools and Colleges--No. I,ll Millennial Har-
binger, Series III, Vol. VII, No. III (March, 1850), 125.
2
Alexander Campbell, "Bethany College," Mill ennial Harbinger,
Series III, Vol. VII, No. V (May, 1850), 291-292.
3Ibid., p. 292.
4w. E. Garrison, Christian Unity and DisciPles of Christ, op. cit.,
p. 119.
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Though the second generation of the Movement saw a. numerical ex-
pansion of the constituency there was not a corresponding proportionate
increase in the number of scholars to lead this constituency. The effect
of this situation was seen in the attitude of the colleges toward bhe i.r-
purpose.
The training of preachers came to be conceived as indoctrination in
"the plea." Since the plea was simple, the training could be brief.
At most, it was an undergraduate operation in (J Disciple college
staffed with its own graduates, or graduates of other colleges just
like it. Colleges multiplied, but deteriorated, and it was not re-
garded as aaf'eor desirable to seek education in institutions of "the
sects."5
This produced a situation that is referred to as intellectual inbreeding,
that is, the employing of graduates of a school to serve as professors in
the same institution. And, as new schools were founded they were founded
by and staffed by graduates of the older brotherhood schools.6 Many felt
that it was important that this practice should be followed in that it rep-
resented "an attempt to preserve a tradition and extend the faith."? On
the other hand there were those who thought that the brotherhood colleges
should employ at least some of their teachers from men outside the brother-
hood so as to inject fresh thought into the entire educational enterprise.
This was '#here the problem that we are considering began. The question
posed was this: Is one to be "loyal to the Plea" by preserving the faith
of the fathers of the movement or by searching for new truth regardless
of what might happen to the old tradition?
,
I',
5aarrison and DeGroot, OPe cit., p. 375.
6
Survey of Service: Disciples of Christ, Ope cit., p. 647.
?Ibid., p , 640.
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Emerging Differences of Opinion
In the years immediD.tely following 1890 a new trend was estab-
lished in ministerial education. Some young men completing their under-
~raduate training at brotherhood colleges continued by enrolling in the
large Eastern seminaries and universities. The reaction of some of the
older leaders of the brotherhood was phrased in the criticism that these
youths had had their education "topped off in the uncongenial atmosphere
of a sectarian theological seminary.IIB Other men approved such a pro-
cedure. B. A. Jenkins, speaking before the Indiana state Convention on
May 17, 1900, said:
It has always been that our Leader-s have sought culture in univer-
sity centers outside of our own ranks. And they must do so, perforce,
till our movement is old enough to provide university centers of our
own. Among the many who have thus done are not a few of our most dis-
tinguished and loyal men, from the days of Campbell and Scott them-
selves, to the days of such men as Philputt, Sweeney, Tyrell, Lockhart,
Coller, Willett and a host of others.9
The trend continued and an ever increasing number of students enrolled in
other schools. lIThe era of intellectual isolation in the training of the
ministry was coming to an end.IIIO
All of this only intensified the problem of interpreting the pur-
pose of the brotherhood colleges. It is interesting to follow this con-
fliet in the pages of the periodicals.
In IB94 J. H. Garrison, speakin~ through the Christian-Evangelist,
wrote:
There is food for reflection in these remarks. What better guar-
antee can we have that any institution will be conducted in harmony
8 . 6Garr1son and DeGroot, Ope cit., p. 37 •
9B• A. Jenkins, "Our Education," Christian Standard, Vol. XXXVI,
No. 21 (May 26, 1900), 1.
lOaa' d .rr1son an DeGroot, Ope C1t., p. 377.
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with the spirit and genius of the body which established it than the
fact that it is under the guidance of a board of tru.stees, composed
of representative men of the body, chosen with reference to their
fitness for such a trust? In addition to this, however, is the fact
that the patronage of the institution must depend very largely on its
being conducted in harmony with the essential principles of the body
which founded it. This is specially true of any institution of learn-
ing under the auspices of a religious body that distinguishes sharply
between religion and theology, faith and opinion. Such a body can
afford to say to its Bible Colleges, "Hold on to the New Testament
faith, and under its guidance proceed to investigate the Bible in the
light of all truth, from every field, and whatsoever is true, that ac-
cept, that teach." That is spiritual freedom, Christian liberty. Any-
thing short of that is ecclesiastical bond~e.ll
Later, in the same year he added further clarification to his view:
The moment any college comes to regard it as its mission to teach a
fixed set of tenets or theological views, instead of stimulating its
stuien ts to love the truth and seek for it as for hidden pearls, it
ceases to represent the spirit and aim of this reformation and is not
the kind of college we should seek to establish or endow.12
Reflecting the other point of view is this statement by Simpson
Ely in the Christian Standard.
There is but one reason why we should endow our schools and patron-
ize them. If they constantly make prominent our plea for the restora-
tion of the primitive church, and if their special and conspicuous fea-
ture is to train young men and young women to accomplish that result,
then, and then only, have they a claim upon the purse and patronage of
this brotherhood. If the arts and sciences and athletics are to be the
prominent features there is no reason why any of our schools should ex-
ist. Our young people can do better in the older and more richly en-
dowed institutions.. . . . . . ., . . . . . " . .. . . " . .. . . . " . . " . . . .
My only interest in our colleges, rather than in others, is the sup-
port that they give to "Our Plea" for the restoration of the primitive
church. Omit this, and by every consideration, I would favor other in-
stitutions. They have abler instructors, more thorough curriculi, and
superior buildings and apparatus. But with the primitive gospel in the
foreground, it very largely condones for the lack of the above conven-
iences .1.3
11J• H. Garrison, "The Theological Seminary and the Church," ~-
tian-Evan~elist, Vol. XXXI, No. 26 (June 28, 1894), 402.
12J• H. Garrison, "What Kind of Colleges Should We Establish?,"
Christian-Evangelist, Vol. XXXI, No. 40 (October 4, 1894), 626.
l.3Simpson Ely, "Why Endow Our Colleges," Christian Standard, Vol.
XXXIV, No. 40 (October 1, 1898), 1.309.
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Again, the vieWpoint of the progressive party as presented in the
Christian-Evan_gelist in 1905 and 1907.
There is a very strong belief among us that the truth we want is uni-
ver~al truth. Multitudes of our older men as well as of the younger
be1~eve that this truth can best be realized by entering into perfect
fellowship with students and professors of every creed and of no creed,
~s they all diligently seek for the everlastin~ realities of life. It
~s held, that unless our position can stand the test of the most search-
ing comparison with all other religious views, it is not final, and
therefore must be abandoned or modified.14
For this a certain degree of intellectual freedom is necessary. I
do not mean that a college shall have liberty to depart entirely from
sympathy and fellowship with the movement which ~ave it birth and still
claims support from it. But for this I plead, that men, even college
professors, shall have the privilege of searching for truth in book,
in society, in nature, with open mind and with the assurance that all




As the years went by this question of the nature of the purpose
of the schools became increasin~y associated with the problem of securin~
financial support and endowment. The Restorationists emphatically insisted
that support should be given only to those schools that interpreted the
purpose of the movement in the same way as did they. Also, the progres-
sive element encouraged only such an educational policy as coincided with










We note with extreme pleasure the endowment of a Bible Chair in
Bethany College, by T. W. Phillips, who donates thirty thousand dol-
lars for the purpose.With even greater pleasure we note the precaution taken that this
fund be held sacred for this purpose. The donor stipulates that the
Chair shall never be filled by one who denies the miraculous birth,
the divinity or the actual resurrection of Jesus. The written condi-
tion on which he endows the Chair stipulates that the trustees of the
co11e~e may have three months to remove an offending teacher, a~d that,
on failure to do so, the thirty thousand dollars shall be forfe1ted at
."
14C• C. Rowlison, "The Method of Contact In Our Educational system,"Qhristian-Evangelist, Vol. XLII, No.4 (January 26, 1905), 113.
15C. B. Coleman, "The Aims of a. Christian College," Christian-
~ange1ist, Vol. XLIV, No.2 (January 10,1907),43.
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once to the National Benevolent Association.16
And in rebuttal appeared such articles as this in the Christian-Evangelist:
The essence of that plea is unity, liberty, loyalty. They should
stand for freedom of speech, conscience and life. They should "Stand
fast in liberty wherein Christ has made them free and be not entan~led
in the yoke of bondage." A perpetual financial support should not be
given to any man's hobby. Nor should any school mortgage its future
by accepting gifts with over-cautious restrictions. Harvard recently
rejected a gift of ten millions because of an unworthy condition im-
posed. An institution should have an educational independence, and
not be hampered by absurd foundations and wills.17
The Reaction in the Colleges
In light of the attitude of the brotherhood as a whole toward. this
problem we shall now examine the course of events that transpired in the
colleges themselves. It will be noted that the colleges were by no means
in aecordw-ith one another nor was there always common agreement within
the faculty of any particular school.
In reviewing the history prior to our period of study we find that
the problem existed as early as 1850. Bacon College, though it possessed
twenty thousand dollars of property and a fifteen thousand dollar endow-
ment, was in a critical financial situation. Carroll Kendrick, editor of
the Ecclesiastic Reformer, printed in Kentucky, stated in his paper in 1850
that the Christian Churches of the state were not supporting the school be-
cause it was not serving the cause of the brotherhood. Shannon, president
of the colle~e, defended his position.
Shannon declared that their charter, which was borrowed from Centre
College at Danville, had stipulated that the peculiar doctrines of no
sect should be preached. Shannon defended the school by insistin~
they were teaching the Bible, but that they had consistently refused
16"Model Endowment," Christian Stan::iard,Vol. XLVI, No. 27 (July 2,
1910), 1140.
17E• M. Wait,s, "Our Educational Institutions," Christian-Evangelist,
Vol. LII, No.2 (January 14, 1915), 40.
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to teach the peculiar doctrines of the churches of Christ.18
The finmlcial status became progressively worse and it was necessary to
close the school. At the state meeting of the churches of Kentucky in
1852 it was voted to reopen the college, with plans being made to raise
an endowment. Furthe rruore, it was unanimously resal ved that the trustees
shculd amend the charter so that the control of Bacon College would be
placed in the hands of the "Chri stians in the state of Kentucky, which
are sometimes called Disciples or Reformers. ,,19
Approaching the period of our study, attention is turned on Hugh
C. Garvin, professor at Butler University. Garvin, head of the depart-
ment of ministerial training, had received notoriety throu~h his scholar-
ship and such eccentricities as requiring his students to read the com-
plete Old Testammt in the unpointed Hebrew text. In 1894 his dismissal
was requested by the third district convention of Indiana on this charge:
It was soon observed that young men in his classes learned to chal-
lenge thai r basic presupposition that the New Testament is primarily
the record of fixed patterns of behavior and belief which are essen-
tial to valid work and worship.20
The predecessor of Eureka College was the Walnut Grove Academy.
J. T. Jones, president of the board of trustees of the Academy, had made
this statement as to the purpose of that institution.
We propose to educate gratis all indi~ent young men who will pledge
themselves to preach the gospel. And we hope to be able, at some fu-
ture period, to train up, free of charge, indigent orphans. One of
our cardinal points will ever be to induce more of our young brethren
to embark in the proclamation of the ancient gospel, and to. ren~Ir it
possible for them to be qualified with the necessary educat~on.
lSwest, Ope cit., I, 273.
19Fortune, Ope cit., p. 192.
20Garrison and DeGroot, Ope cit., p. 392.
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Eureka College retained much of that early spirit. In 1904 the Bible
School was one of seven departments in the college. "The Bible, the text
Dook of this department, is presented as God's revelation to man and as
the one book indispensable to religious culture.,,22 Just four years later
B. J. Radford, a professor at Eureka, published a letter in the Christian
Standard explainin~ his actions in resigning from the colle~e faculty.
It may seem to sane that I am narrow, fogyish, "illiberal," when I say
that I resigned because there is, as I believe, influential and domi-
nat e in local colle~e and church affairs in Eureka, a school of thoughb
and t.eachdrrg utt erly at varianc e wi th the teaching of the Bible, with
what the colle~e has stood for in the past, and what its founders de-
sired it should stand for •••• Those among us who are most insistent
that doctrine is of little moment are most insistent in propagating
their own doc'l:.rines,or rather th ose which they take without discrimi-
nation frem German rationalistic "scholars." • • • Believing this state
of things to be destructive of "the faith once for all delivered to the
saints," and the erd a for which Eureka College was founded, I have for
several years made earnest and unfailing protest against it, and, not-
withstanding the fact that it has caused deep and extensive dissatis-
faction both in the colle~ and in the Christian Church, I see no hope
of a change.If the churches of Christ in Illinois, to which the college looks
for support, approve of these conditions, I can not conscientiously
continue to serve them; if they do not approve of them, I can not give
whatever influence and stren~th I may have to them, and receive remun-
eration for these undesirable services~ In the face of this dilemma,
I could not do otherwise than resign.2_'
Following the resignation of E. V. Zollars as president of Hiram
College in 1902 there was a general disagreement among the trustees as to
the type of man that should replace him.
The conflict in the Hiram College Board of Trustees, however, is bet-
ter described as one between generations rather than between partiese
The older men represented the past to which they were tenaciouslY and
devotedly attached. The younger men thought and felt in terms of the
and
and
23B• J. Radford, "Why I Resigned," Christian Standard, Vol. XLIV"
NO.7 (February 15, 1908), 271.
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future which they delighted to see coming.
24
Prior to the engaging of Miner Lee Bates as president in 1907, several men
were sele cted on this basis.
Attention was focused on the College of the Bible on several oc-
casions before and after the turn of the century'. In the decade following
1870 Regent Bowmanand most of the curators of Kentucky University dreamed
of an out.st.andt.ng university that would "promote the cause of education
and religion in a way that would serve the state rather than promote the
interest of a single comnunion.1I25 On the other hand the professors in
the College of the Bible, headed by J. W. McGarvey, and supported by Dis-
ciple leaders in the state, desired a "university that would train a lead-26
ership for the church and would promote the cause that was dear to them."
The cont r-oversy between the se two factions reached the point that, Bowman
was excluded from the Main street Christian Church and McGarvey was dis-
missed from the faculty of the College of the Bible. The reaction of this
dispute brought about the reorganization of the College of the Bible on a
basis independent of the uni versi ty. 27 The charter of this new school,
granted February 19, 187$, included a provision to protect the interests
of the church:
No person shall act as president, professor, or tutor in said college,
or shall reoeive out of its funds any compensation for teaching, who
is not a member' in good standing of some congregation of the Christian
Church.28
2~ry Bosworth Treudley, Prelude to the Future: The First Hundred
~ars of Hiram College (NewYork: --Association Press, 1950), p. 150.
of the
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28Fortune, OPe cit., p. 278.
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A major disturbance was again created in the Co'LLegeof the Bible
in the period considered by our study. Several new professors had been
added to the faculty am the method of teaching as well as the content of
the material taught was altered. Principles of higher criticism became
the basis of etudy.29 At the a~itation of a number of students who had
studied under McGarvey and the older generation of professors the cry went
up that "modernism" had entered the college. "To Disciples, unfamiliar
with scholarly biblical study and lacking a modern conception of scholar-
ship, these startling headlines in the Standard became a warning si~nal
of danger. ,,30 Conflict raged in the pages of the periociicals. 31 On May1,
1917, the board of trustees met to consider charges that had been brought
against three of the professors and President Crossfield. The unanf.mous
decision of the board was this:
The board has found no teaching in this college by any memberof the
faculty that is out of harrrony with the fundamental conceptions and
convictions of our Brotherhood ,ihich relates to the inspiration of the
Bible as the divine Word of God, divinely given, and of divine author-
ity, or to the divinity of Jesus Christ or to the plea of our people)2
Texas Christianity Universi ty was a school that had as its aim the
development of Christian character, scholarship, and culture by placin~
IIChristianity as its corne rstone •,,33 In 1911 L. C. Brit e gave :$25,000 to
endow a chair of English Bible and in 1914 he pledged an additional :$35,000
to erect a building. "He had a faith which he wanted propagated; he tried
29stephen J. Corey, Fifty Years of Attack and Controversy (st. Louis:
The Christian Board of Publication, 1953), pp. 49-50.
30Ibid., p. 5l.
3~or a more detailed account of this controversy see Corey, OPe cit.,
pp. 46-56.
32
Fortune, op. cit., rP. 282-283.
33Chalmers McPherson, Disciples of Christ in Texas (Cincinnati: The
standard Publishing Company, 1920), p. 79.
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to set up safeguards to see that no other teachings would ever De pre-
sented. u34 These f dsa eguar s were a careful selection of the trustees
and f'acul, ty and a careful determination of the charter. The spirit that
he engendered into the school is to be seen in this portion of the ser-
vice th~t was d~ use at the dedication of Brite College of the Bible.
A Member of Faculty--What seed should be planted in the minds
and hearts of our students?Trustees and Congrega,tion--The seed is the word of God.
A Member of Faculty--Wbat should be our attitude toward this
Word as we teach it?. Trustees and Congregation--Let the Word of Christ dwell in you
r~chly.A Meuber of Facul ty--Are words which were uttered centuries ago
to be ccunted as of authority to-day?. Trustees and congregation--Heaven and earth shall pass away, but
H~s words shall never pass away.A Member of Faculty--Can not the cultured and wise prophets of
later CEnt uri as speak word s of autho rity equal to that of the Man of
Galilee?Trustees and Congregation--Never man spake like this man.
35
Johnson Bible College had ori~inated as the School of Evangelists
for the purpose of training for the ministry young men with limited finan-
cial resources. As the problem that we are considering came to be a cru-
Cial one in the years that followed Johnson Bible College took the posi-
tion of the Restorationist element of the brotherhood. Writing in the
Ch' ._ r~st~an-Evangelist Ashley Johnson said:
It is my desire that the institution shall always be true to the faith;
hence, as in the past, I am planning that it shall be o~ the.brethren,
by the brethren and for the brethren. They have mainta~ned 1t in the
past, and I believe they will in the future. I much prefer that the
institution shall die--and I have put more than ten times as much intoit as anybody else--than that it shall ever depart from the Faith; but
th~ ~reat body of the Disciples are true to it, and I believe wi~l re-
maan true. If Johnson Bible College, after my day, shall be domwated
by destructive criticism or other forms of unbelief, the brethren will
find it out withdraw their support and kill it before it has tim~ to




34aall, op. cit~, p. 225.
35 3McPherson, Ope cit., pp. 308- 09.
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the help of those who believe in it.
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Also we note this statement by the president in the 1913-14 co11e~e cata-
log.
We ~re training men to do in this generation what Alexander Campbell
~ra1ned men to do in his best days in Bethany College. This place
18 sa~urated with the idea of preaching and the idea of the gospel,
and ~nth the idea that the Gospel prevails over every other thing;
that the disciples have a plea which will, in somebody's hands, take
the world some sweet day, and we believe that we are the people to
contribute something, how much God only knows, to that end.
If a young man desires to know and learn Higher Criticism &ld
w~nts to be a Unitarian or a Universalist, this is not the place for
hlm, but if he wants a Biblical and classical education, with the
emphasis always on the Bible, and wants to preach the Gospel to the
poor, Johnson has ~triven and is striving and will strive to teach
just these things.j7
In 1912 a college was opened at Canton, Ohio, at the instigation
of T. W. Phillips, in whose honor the school was named Phillips Bible In-
stitute. It was especially designed for preachers or lay workers who
could not or did not wish to follow the customary procedure of trainin«
at the liberal arts college and seminary. The trustees wrote a number
of doctrinal items into the constitution. "They had even gone so far as
to designate Phillips I book, The Church of Christ, and Isaac Errett's
.Q_urPosition as the standards of judgmEnt in case a question should
arise.1I38 It was said of the curriculum: "For the most part the text
and reference books used will be those which most succinctly set forth
the principles of the Restoration movement and the best methods of church
. j
.' I
, 36Ashley S. Johnson, "The Future of Johnson Bible College," Chris-
i~an-Evan!elist, Vol. XLIX, No. 28 (July 11, 1912), 1015.
He' 37
Robert
E. Black, The storY, of, Johnson Bible College (Kimberlin
~ghts, Tenn.: Tennessee valley Pr~nt~n~ Co., 1951), p. 38.
B 3Baonald E. Osborn, Ely Vaughn Zolla~ (st. Louis: Christian
oard of Puhlication, 1947), p , 254.
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and Bible-school work.,,39
D.. E. Olson had incorporated "The Scandinavian Christian Mission-
ary Society and International Bible Mission" in 1913 for the purpose of
establishing Bible Colleges af strategic places across the United States.
The first-fruits of this ante/prise was a college opposite the campusof
the University of Minnesota at Minneapolis. The present building was
Completed five years later and was dedicated on July 14, 1918. By this
time the college was independEflt of the cooperative work in Minnesota.40
The die was cast. Independent Bible colleges began to sprd.ng up
across the country, each dedicf3.tedto the task of educating a ministry
to serve the Restoration Movemf:r'ltas they understood it. In 1919Ken-
tucky Christian was founded at Grayson, Kentucky.41 McGarveyBible Col-
lege started in Louisville on ~ctober 1, 1923. It was soon to merge with
the Cincinnati BiOle Institute which began in 1923 to form the Cincinnati
Bible Senunary in Cincinnati, Ohio, beginning on September 23, 1924.42
Following this in 1927 were Ma~hattan Bible College in Manhattan, Kansas,
and National Bible College in '~richita, Kansas. In 1928 Atlanta Christian
College in Atlanta, Georgia, a~ndPacific Bible Seminary in LongBeach,
California, were started.43 Andmore were yet to follow.
3~artin L. Pierce, "phillips Bible Institute," Christian Standard,
Vol. XLVIII, No. 20 (May18, 19;1.2)"p , 835.
40AdaL. Forster, A Hiscor of the Christian Church and Church of
Christ in Minnesota (st. Louis: Christian Board of Publication, 1953 ,
pp. 48-49.
41A• T. DeGroot, Indepeodent Disciple Missions and Colle~es: A
Preliminary Study (Fort Worth: 1954), p , 18.
42
Corey, Ope cit., p, 53.
43DeGroot, loc. cit.
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Consequently we observe that tw-overy different interpretations
of the purpose of t he Restoration Movementwere emerging quite rapidly
during this period. This diverenge in interpretation was to be immedi-
ately cor-re'Lat.edto the developnent of the philosophies of ministerial
education of the brotherhood.
CHAPTER III
ACADEMIC PROBLEHS
Curricular Standards of the Early Years
The educational standing of the schools in the days prior to the
Civil \var ani even later is quite surprising to one acquainted ,rith the
educational system of today. Admission requirements were at the barest
minimum. Academic standards were low. The teacher often had little more
education than the pupil. Nevertheless the desire of the leaders of the
frontier church was to establish schools. "Education was a magic word.,
and great sacrifices were made that the church might have its colleges,
of wnat.ever-grade."l Many schools were started and almost as many were
closed by the tum of the century.
Actually the schools which were designated colleges were scarcelY /
that. Fundamentally the probkem was one of inadequate training on the
high school level. High schools were relatively few in number.
As a result, in this period a student enterin~ one of their colleges
with a four-year high-school course was so rare as to create surprise
and some embarrassment. On the basis of "credits," there was nothing
to do but put him in the junior class. Until a very few years before
the end of the nineteenth century, the Disciple colleges were, with
not more than three exceptions~ junior colleges--though the te~n had
not yet come into general use.
In an effort to raise the academic standing and to compensate for the prev-
alent lack of initial education most of the Disciple colleges established
lGarrison and DeGroot, op. cit., p. 253.
2Ibid." p , 372.
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preparatory schools or.classes in connection with the college program.
These schools were designed to offer sufficient work that students might
begin the regular eel.Lege curriculum on a somewhat equal basis. J. H.
Garrison wrote in 1902:
We have not, perhaps, too many colleges, but we do have by far too
few preparatory schools. All our colleges are suffering for the lack
of better preparatory work on the part of the studentsiiho come to
them. These preparatory schools, whether you call them seminaries or
institutes, have greater value and dignity than we usually attach to
them~.3
It was not until the first and second decades of the twentieth century
that these preparatory departments were eliminated. In 1911 when the
trustees abolished the preparat.ory depar-tment, at Hiram a sub-freshman
class was nevertheless continued for another year "to accommodate stu-
dents who had almost reached college entrance standards.,,4 By September
of 1915 these schools no longer offered work below the college level: Hi-
ram, Butler, Bible College of Missouri, Drake, Disciples Divinity House in
Chicago, Transylvania, and the College of the Bible. At this time Eureka,
Milligan, Cotner, Bethany, Texas Christian University, Phillips University,
Atlantic Christian College, Eugene Bible University, and a few others still
offered high school worl<:.5 By 1928 almost all such work had been discon-
tinued.,6
Yet we would not minimize the effort that was expended to obtain
the finest in education for the br'ot.her-hood , The first faculty and the
first curriculum of Bacon College, the oldest school, are to be noted:
.3J. H. Garrison, "Our Education Number, II Christian-Evangelist,
Vol. XXXIX, No. 27 (July .3, 1902), 460.
4Shaw, op. cit., p. 347.
5R• H. Crossfield, "Condition of Our Schools and Colleges,"
Christian standard, Vol. L, No. 49 (September 4, 1915), 1618.
6survey of Service: Disciples of Christ, Ope cit., pp. 650..651.
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Walter Scott, president and professor of Hebrew Literature; Dr. S.
Knight, professor of moral and mental sciences, belles lettres, etc.;
T. F. Johnson, professor of mathematics and civil engineering; S. G.
Mullins, professor of ancient languages; C. R. Prczriminski, professor
of modern languages and topographical drawing; T. Fanning, professor
of natural philosophy, chemistry, geology and mineralogy; J. Crenshaw,
teacher in preparatory department.?
It was a scholastic endeavor to meet a need for a particular type of in-
dividual, the trained Christian engi.neer-, The founders of Bethany Co.l.Lege
attempted to offer classes of high calibre at the first session. A. F.
Ross, from New Athens College in Ohio, was teaching ancient languages and
ancient history. Charles Stuart taught algebra and general mathematicso
Robert Richardson taught chemistry, geology, and the kindred sciences.
W. K. Pendleton, from the University of Virginia, taught natural philoso-
phy and other natural sciences. Campbell himself taught mental philoso-
phy, evidences of Christianity, morals, and political economy. Also En~-
8lish, grammar, lo~ic, rhetoric, and other classes were offered.
But though there were many leaders who aspired to high ideals in
education and especially to high standards of ministerial education the
brotherhood as a whole had not. E. V. Zollars could write in 1893:
The masses of our people are not yet educated up to such ideas
of ministerial education as our colleges are even now prepared to
meet. How many of our people think it necessary for a young man to
pass through a seven years' course of training based on at least a
good common school education, much less to think of a two or three
years' supplementary course? Less than half this length of time is
considered ample for all. needed preparation, and it is with the ut-
most difficulty that we can hold our students until such a course is
completed, o~ng to the pressure constantly ~rought to bear by the
Churches to ~nduce students to leave school.
7Fortune, OPe cit., pp. 184-185.
8Alexander Campbell, "Bethany College," Millennial Harbinger, New
Series, Vol. V, No. VIII (August, 1841), 377-378.
9E. V. Zollars, "Our Educational Problem," Christian-Evangelist,
Vol. XXX, No. 14 (April 6, 1893), 217.
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As the years passed the educational system of the brotherhood was
formed to meet the need of the frontier church. C. C. Rowlison said of
the system in the per-Led prior to our study:
We have an educational system. It is not one devised by a company of
educators, nor by representative denominational partisans. Its value
lies in the fact t.hat, it is a system which has ~rovm out of the neces-
sities and of the essential spirit of the Disciples of Christ. It is
a system in which, like everything else among the Disciples, the con-
stituent parts are quite independent of each other--too independent,
minds of ecclesiastical mold have often thought--but which is found
quite well suited to the needs of our own people.10
Even as he wrote a new era in the process of mini.steri.aleducation was be-
ginning.
The Educational Philosophy of the Period
The innovation that Alexander Campbell had instituted in the field
of American education had so pelmeated the thir~ing of the DisCiples that
it was to remain what Campbell had called the "beau ideal" of education of
the brotherhood. There was a Bible centered curriculum.desi,gned for the
education of a student, regardless of the form of specialized service that
he might be entering.
Colleges are not instituted especially for the benefit of qualifying
men for preaching the gospel. Sacred history, and the Bible in col-
leges as a text-book, with regular systematic lectures thereon, are
just as necessary to properly educate school teachers, lawyers, doc-
tors of medicine, farmers, merchants, mechanics, &c., as to educate
preachers.ll
The educational philosophy of this period stren~hened and undergirded
this basic tenet of Campbell's but by no means altered it.
R. P. Shepherd, writin~ i.n1900, spoke of conditions as he saw
them at the beginning of our period of study.
10 liCe C. Row son, "The Educational System of the Disciples of
Christ," Christian-Evangelist, Vol. XLII, No.2 (January 12, 1905), 46.
llAlexander Campbell, I1The Bible a Text-book in Colleges," Millen-
nial Harbin!er, Series III, Vol. VII, No. IX (September, 1850), 511.
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With our colleges a crisis is imminent. If the church does not
realize it our educators do, and we might do well to listen to their
voice. The sacrifices are dearly numbered. But two courses seem pos-
sible to them, and on one or the other of these we must soon enter.
One is, the colleges must cease attempting to keep pace with advancing
educational requirements, drop out of the competitive field in general
literary training, confine their work to the education of men who ex-
pect to preach and make Bible Chair work their specialty. The other
is, the church must lay hold with strong hand on the educational prob-
lems which confront us and make our 9choo15 and colleges worthy com-
petitors with the best in the land.12
In 1903 a campaign was inaugurated, partially sponsored by the
Christian Standard, to raise ~?50,000 to endow what was to be called the
McGarvey Chair of Sacred History at the College of the Bible. A number
of articles appeared in the Christian Standard encouraging the efforte
Typical was this:
Viewed apart from any personal relationships, the enterprise is
a most laudable one. The greatest need in ministerial education of
the present day is devout and reverent knowledge of the word of God.
Much of what is called Bible study is poor, second-hand work. Where
the Bible itself should be studied, the tbne of ministerial students
is taken up with books about the Bible, many of which diminish rather
than increase faith in the sacred volume.13
Sharing this concern for the standard of Christian education was McGarvey
himself. Later in the same year he quoted an article by Harper which had
appeared in Inter-Ocean of May 17, 1903, in which he warned of ,..hat he
termed the increasing infidelity in secular colleges.
There are many who took an active part in the work of their home
churches before entering college, who, during their college careers,
take little part in the Christian activities, and after graduating
take even less. In this respect infidelity is increasing in the col-
leges •••• In the past few years I have visited most of the Eastern
and Western colleges. Everywhere I have noticed the same tendencies.14
12R• P. Shepherd, "Concerning an Agent for Our Educational Board,"
Christian-Evangelist, Vol. XXXVII, No.6 (February 8, 1900), 169.
13"The McGarvey Bible Chair," Christian Standard, Vol. XXXIX, No. 11
(March 14, 1903), 365.
14J• W. McGarvey, "President Harper on Infidelity in Universities,"
Christian Standard, Vol. XXXIX, No. 25 (June 20, 1903), 868.
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In 1905 J. H. Garrison spoke of the relation of the church schools
to the church in respect to the many state schools:
Our hit;hest wish for our own colleges, is that along with a thor-
ough academic discipline, they may unite, not only Biblical instruc-
tion and ministerial training, but a profoundly religious spirit that
will lift them entirely out of competition with state schools, because
they belong to a different class. To the exact degree that our col-
leges are permeated with the Christ idea of life and with the Christ
spirit, above that of state or other institutions, to that extent do
they place themselves out of competition with state schools, and in
such relation to the churches as to entitle them to their patronage
and support.15
Writing in 1907 C. B. Coleman asked what was expected from the
brotherhood colleges and answered his own question by replying, a trained
ministry. He continued to say that ministerial candidates could not re-
ceive a complete training in the Bible college alone and that the minis-
terial education must be prefaced by a lioeral arts education.
This involves general preparation, physical, social, intellectual,
moral. This general preparation it is the task of the college--not of
the Bible college or the theological seruinary--to give ••••
Not only must general culture precede special training, but the
latter is best accomplished in the atmosphere of the former. The min-
isterial training school must be 19nducted in conjunction with and in
the same locality as the college.
J. H. Garr-Lscn , following in the tradition of Campbell,was con-
vinced that the strength of the Restoration Movement lay in a great host
of educated laymen and not just with the trained ministry alone. He wrote
in 1908:
We are far from believing that the colleges among us have as their
sole function the education and training of preachers. We need edu-
cated men--men trained in Christian colleges--in every vocation of life.
Christian lawyers, Christian physicians, Christian teachers, farmers
and business men, all having a liberal education and cherishing fond
memories of our institutions as their alma maters and bound together by
15J ..H. Garrison, "Has the Religious College an Assured Future?,"
Christian-Evangelist, Vol. XLII, No. 27 (July 6, 1905), 857.
16C• B. Coleman, "The Aims of a Christian College,!I Christian-
Evangelist, Vol. XLIV, No.2 (January 10, 1907), 43.
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ties of college friendship, are an asset of incalcuable value to any
worthy cause .17
F. D. Kershner stands out as one of the great figures in brother-
hood education in the twentieth century. In 1910 he spoke of what he
called the "ideal education."
The ideal education will not be reached -without the firmest confidence
in an all-wise, all-powerful and all-good Ruler of the universe. We
need not quarrel over points of theology; but unless teacher and pupil
have a firm faith in a God from whom nothing is hidden and to whom all
must render an account, the character-building wi.Ll, be weak and the
symmetrical development will be slow.18
Writing in 1915, the closing year of our study, E. M. Waits speaks
of the need of the colleges.
The real end of, and aim of, our schools in giving a vital religious
training can be secured in three ways:First. A fuller and more reverent teachin~ of God Isword. Not alone
in the Biblical Department, but intensively and extensively required in
the whole course, because we are asking the Brotherhood not to maintain
a Bible Department but a Christian College. This is our supreme appeal
and here we enter a field unoccupied. • • •Second. We need more men of spiritual power in our faculties. If,
however, we are to have right character we must have right atmosphere.
We need men in our faculties and in the places of leadership, men "who
will help to keen the fa.ith and deepen the spirituality of our insti-
tutions rather than men who shatter the one and ignore the other.
19
In the early years Campbell had imposed a rather strict system of
campus discipline on the students of Bethany college.20 The other colleges
instituted similar regulations in their own situations. Consequently a
lllarkof the eoll eges in the period we are studyin~ was simplicity in the
personal habits of the students. Expensive dress, dancing, smoking,
- 17J• He Garrison, liThe College and the Preacher," Christian-Evange-li.~, Vol. XLV, No.2 (January 9, 1908), 36.
18
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• M. Waits, "Our Educational Instituti0ns, II Christian-Evangelist,
Vol. LI1, No.2 (January 14, 1915), 40.
20SURra, p. 12.
fraternities, and sororities {Iere often forbidden "as types of the un-
desirable in student life. ,,21
The year 1906 saw the beginning of a new phase of education,
that of reli~ious education as a specialized work. The first classes
in this subject, were h Ld t E k C 11 . th .e a ure a 0 .ege ~n e year ment~oned. The
College of the Bible at Lexington was the first school among the Disci-
ples to establish a chair of religious education. This it did in 1909,
calling it the Alexander Campbell Hopkins Chair of Reli~ious Education.
22
In the latter part of this period the Bible chairs were entering
the second decade of their existence. In 1909 w. T. Moore wrote that a
drawback is found in the fact that the Disciples are the only re-
~igious people who have availed themselves of the opportunity offered
~n this respect, and consequently their presence at the state univer-
sities is regarded with some suspicion by the denominations, and in a
~ew instances their presence at these universities has been opposed,
~f not openly, at least secretly.23
In addition to this there had been some controversy within the ranks of
the brotherhood itself as to whether young men should attempt to prepare
for the ministry in such an institution or rather avail themselves of the
facilities of a Bible college•24 As early as 1893 McGarvey had argued
that the purpose of the Bible chairs was not to train young men for the
ministry.
The aim was to be not to gather into the school young men who wish
to prepare themseives for preaching; but to draw into it as man? as
possible of the young men who for other purposes attend th7 var~oUS
departments of that immense University, that they may obtaln some
knowledge of the Word of God while they are prosecuting their other
21Survey of Service: Disciples of Christ, £Eo cit., p. 642.
22Garrison and DeGroot, Ope cit., p. 497.




This was the poll.·cythat 1 1 f 11 i_ was arga Y 0 owed n the subsequent years.
The period saw a general effort to improve the library facili-
ties of the various colleges. The value of a well selected library was
realized. In 1900 Butler made an appeal in the pages of the Christian
§!.andard for books relating to the Restoration Movement.
Butler Bible College is collecting a library of all the litera-
ture bearing upon the history and teachings of the disciples of Christ.
Brethren who have books upon ttus subject which they themselves will
not use, or which they are ready to pass on to some one else, can do
nothing better than to send them to the college library. A collection
of such books adds to the value of each book contained in it, and the
practical utility of such a library is nowhere greater than in a co1-
let;e. The preachers who are going out from our institutions ou~ht to
be acquainted wi th the lives and the thoughts of the leaders of our
movement.26
That such efforts were rewarded can be seen by a comparison of the ~
.lli?2!s, for 1902 (the first year that such figures were compiled) and the
bar Book for 1915. In 1902 Butler possessed 7,000 books in its libra.ry,
in 1915 it had 12,B02. Bethany College increased from 3,000 books in
1902 to 8,000 in 1915. The College of the Bible at Lexington doubled its
1"l.brary during the period, going from 2,500 to 5,000 volumes. Cotner in-
oreased its library from 2,500 to 6,500. Making the largest gain of all,
both numerically and percentage wise, was Drake University. It increased
its library from 7,000 volumes in 1902 to 27,000 in 1915. Hiram's effort
'Was to Lncr-ea se its library from 10,000 to 12,600. Milligan, possessing
2,000 books in 1902 added 1,000 more. The School of the Evangelists in-
creased its facilities by going from 1,000 to 2,500 books. Eugene multi-
Plied from 1,500 to 4,700. Only one school decreased, and that was only
- 25 II Ch . t'E J. W. McGarvey, "The Proposed School at Ann Arbor, - r'. Lan+
_yangelist, Vol. XXX, No.8 (February 23, 1893), 120.
26 .t t . of t.he Dl.·scip1es," _Christian stand-
itA Library of the L~ era ur-e w -
~, XXXVI, No. 18 (May 5, 1900), 566.
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27negligible, as Add Ran dropped from l~,OOO to 3,795 books.
There is one noticeable change to be observed in several of the
colleges in the latter part of this period, a change that was to become
increasingly apparent in the years to come.
The most important single aim of the colleges and universities of
the Disciples of Christ appears to be the continuation and extension
of the faith of the ccomurrion , All of these institutions were estab-
lished with this end in view. However, wi th the passing years, this
aim has become modified in some of the institutions •••• An excel-
lent example of a cha~e of aim is that of Drake University. This in-
stitution has developed from a small college established to serve as
a means of training ministers of the Disciples of Christ, to a univer-
sity serving also the varied needs of a municipality for the advantages
of higher education. However, the original Impu.Lse and objective in
the case of Drake is being carried out in Drake Bible College, one of
the colleges of the university.28
An Examination of the Curricultun of Specific Colleges
Prior to the period of our study and yet interestin~ to note are
the courses that were offered at Hiram in 1893 for the ministerial student.
In addition to the regular classes of natural sciences, classic languages,
literature, history, mathematics, and philosophy, there were two years of
Hebrew language, one year of Greek, one year of Biblical history, church
history, hermeneutics, Biblical theology, homiletics, pastoral theology,
Christian evidences, moral philosophy, Sanskrit, and Syriac.29 Commentin~
on this course, Zollars said: liToaccomplish all this means seven yea.rs
of hard work. True ,we have a shorter four years' course which 1"e consider
27Compare: Benjamin Lyon Smith (ed.), Year Book of the Churches of
Chri.st (Cincinnati: American Christian Missionary Society, 1902), p. 31,
and, F.W. Burnham, Grant K. Lewis, and Robert M. Hopkins (eds.), Year Book
of the Churches of Christ (Cincinnati: American Christian Missionary Soci-
ety, 1915), pp. 47-54.
28Survey of Service: Disciples of Christ, OPe cit., p. 640.
29E. V. Zollars, "Our Educational Problem," Christian-Evangelist,
Vol. XXX, No. 14 (April 6, 1893), 217.
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very excellent.,,30
In 1865 Kentucky University vias moved to Lexington and the Col-
lege of the Bible was fo rmed as a separate colle~e affiliated with the
university. John W. McGarveywas instrwnental in forrrdn~ the curriculum,
which was revolutionary in the field of Disciple ministerial education.
It took its name from the fact that it was interrled to impart, above
all things else, a thorough course of instruction in the whole of the
English Bible. Its founders believed that such a course of instruc-
tion is the basis, ani the only safe basis for a preacher's education.
As in all other branches of science facts furnish the basis for all the
deductions of reason, so all knowledge of the Christian religion must
have the facts recorded in the Bible for its basis. A knowledge of
these facts is therefore the beginning of the education of one who is
to "preach the word ," and if it should also be the
3I
nding, the man
fully equipped with it is a mighty power for good.
The curriculum consisted mostly of Bible study with some philosophy added.
In comparing itl/lith the Campbellian concept of the ministerial curricu-
lum it is to be noted that the broad study of the liberal arts was ignored.
"The Lexington training stressed the practical preparation for the minis-
ter's task, especially evangelism, whereas the Bethany type stressed the
basic and broad education, with the Bible interwoven. ,,32 The outstanding
class at the inauguration, and one which was to receive such recognition
even into the twentieth century, was the course Sa.cred History, "a care-
ful study of all the historical books of both Testaments, and a histori-
cal study of all the other books. ,,33 McGarveyhimself devoted two hours
a day to teaching this class.34 The entire course of study was to last
four years and consisted of daily lectures, recitations, and memorization
30Ibid•
31
Brown, op. cit., p , 395.
32
Hall, op. cit., p. 220.
33
Brown, loc. cit.
34West, op. cit., I, 305.
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of much of the Biblical, especially the NewTestament, texts.
35
vfuen
the course was completed no degree was given. Instead, an English Bi-
ble diploma was presented to the student who had completed the three
year course, and a classical diploma was presented to the one who in ad-
dition to the College of the Bible course had received the B.A. degree
with Greek from the university.3
6
lie have given our careful attention to the College of the Bible
curriculum in these early years because the pattern that was established
t.hen was to continue through almost all of the period of our study. Writ-
ing in the Christian 3tand~...£ in 1901 McGarvey compares the curriculum of
the College of the Bible to that of Bethany College at a time when he was
a student there. The sharpness of the distinction between McGarvey's and
Campbell's philosophy of education is to be noted.
When I left college, I knew very little about the Scriptures. I
could have made a speech on astronomy or chemistry, or on Greek or Ro-
man history, more easily than on the NewTestament. True, I had lis-
tened for three years to the magnificient lect.ures of Mr. Campbell;
but I was not required to study the Scriptures and be examined on les-
sons in them, and consequently a very large part of the famous lectures
passed in at one ear and out at the other. Our students in the College
of the Bible today enjoy advantages, notwithstanding they have no Alex-
ander Canpbell to instruct them, far above those that students at Beth-
any enjoyed in my day. They came out of college, if they do their duty,
better Qrepared for the work than I was when I had been preaching t.en
years )'f
And yet it must be realized that not everything "passed in at one ear and
out at the other" because McGarvey became a Christian during his student
days at Bethany. B. C. DeWeese speaks of the College of the Bible in 1903.
The following brief statement respecting these three causes of its
prestige may be of interest. From t.he first, chief stress has been
35Brown, lac. cit.
36Hall, loco cit.
37J. W. McGarvey, "My Semi-Centennial, II ehr is tian standard, Vol.
XXXVII, No. 40 (October 5, 1901), 1257.
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La.id on the face-to-face study of the Bible text itself during the
sev~ral years' study required for gradua"tion. The founders of the
college were fully convinced that the usual methods of the theologi-
~al seminaries, where books about the Bible, far more than the Bible
l.tself, are studied, do not meet the needs of those who are called
to preach the Word. The physician must study medicine; the lawyer,
law; and he who preaches human systems of theology must go to the
theological seminary. The very name "College of the Bible" tells
the purpose of its founiers. It was their cherished conviction that
if men were to preach the Word they must study the Bible. All who
are acquainted with the course of study in the college know, of
course, that literary studies are required in addition to this ex-
tended and special study of the Bible. This study of the Bible is
more extensive than in other 5chools where ministers are trained,
even in those of our own people which most closely imitate its
method.38
Colby D. Hall, who had been a student under McGarvey and later became
dean of Brite College of the Bible at Texas Christian University, made
this somewhat critical COllll'D.entabout McGarvey: III studied under him for
three years; the or~y books he ever referred to were the Bible and the
~ds of the Bibl~. ,,39 He added t hat in all that time McGarveynever
suggested that they use the college library.
In the years following McGarvey'5 death on October 6, 1911, many
edUcational as well as administrational changes were made in the College
of the Bible. As these changes were inaugurated for the most part in the
period following "that of our study we shall simply note that the new edu-
cational principles of the College of the Bible became "mainly the con-
Viction and working principle of the faculties in all of our schools hold-40
ing membership in the Board of Higher Education of Disciples of Christ."
In 1895 E. C. Sanderson, a ~raduate of Drake University, esta.-
lished the E D' ' 't school across the street from the University of
ugene aV1IU Y
3aB• C. DeWeese, "The Spirit of the College
Standard, Vol. XXXIX, No. 11 (March 14, 1903),
39Corey, Ope cit., p , 49.
40Ib·~., p . 55.
of the Bible," Chri5-
361.
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Oregon. The course of study is referred to in the Christian Standard in
1900:
Although not less than two-thirds of the Board of Regents must be
members of t he Christian Church, the school is open to young men and
women without regard to denominational peculiarity. All who desire
to matriculate must present satisfactory credentials of their Chris-
tian character, and be willing to do hard work.
Although these schools have no organic connection, our students
may avail themselves of all the advantages given by the University of
Oregon.
The four years course leads to the degree of Bachelor of Divinity.
In order to graduate from this course, each student is required to
finish the studies of one of the standard courses in the University,
or Some other accepted school, to the close of the Sophomore year or
the equivalent studies. Not less tht~ one year of the required work
must be done in the Divinity school.
Sanderson's purpose in doing this was to take "advantage of the classical
and scientific courses offered by the state in connection with the Bible
work of a Christian schooL,,,42
Butler Bible College announced the following course for summer
school in 1900. Jabez Hall 'wasto lecture on pastoral theology, Burris
A. Jenkins on the New Testament, John McKee on the Old Testament, and
C. B. Coleman on church history. Each professor was to give a week's in-
struction.43
Atlantic Christian College opened on September 3, 1902, with one
hundred and eighty-five students, ten of whom were ministerial students.44
There were two courses of three years each for the ministerial student.
4lGeorge F. Hall, "The Eugene Divinity School," Christian Standard,
Vol. XXXVI, No. 9 (March 3, 1900), 258.
42C• F. Swander, Making Disciples in Oregon (Oregon Christian Mis-
sionary Convention, 1928), p. 144.
43Burris Jenkins, "But Ler- College at Bethany Park," Christian
Standard, Vol. XXXVI, No. 19 (May 12, 1900), 589.
44Charles Crossfield Ware, North Carolina Disciples of Christ (sto
Louis: Christian Board of Publication, 1927), p. 174.
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"In the English, a diploma would be given in completion, and in the clas-
si.cal, the B.S., A.B., or B.D. degree would be respectively conferred.,,45
A year later, in 1903, a Bible department was added to the college•
46
In 1904 E. V. Zollars vms serving as both president of Texas Chris-
tian University and dean of the Bible College. A large portion of the cur-
riculum at this time was devoted to ministerial subjects.
The only "literary" subjects assigned were :r.1athematics5 hours, and
English 15 hours, in the Fre sh.lTJa.nyear; and in the Senior yea.r, Psy-
chology 4, Logic 2, a total of 28, out of 180.47
Zollars, a truly great figure in the field of education of the brotherhood,
favored a combination of the Campbell and McGarvey principles of ministerial
education.48
Christian University at Canton, Missouri, chartered in H~53, was
divided into four colleges in 1876, one of these being the college of the
Bible.49 By 1904 the school had graduated 150 ministers. At that time it
was said of the curriculum:
Particular attention is paid in this school to Bible work, and to
the preparati on 0 f young men for the ministry. The vie~ is here t~ught
that the Bible is inspired, and ~budents are warned aga~nst the eV11
of destructive higher criticism.'
Alfred M. Haggard became dean of the College of the Bible at Drake
University in 189S, serving in the capacity until 1910. Through his efforts
and emphasis the Bible College building was erected during his adminis-
-
(St.
45Charles Crossfield Ware, !A~H~i~s~t~o~~O~f~A~t~l~an~t~i~c~C~h~rzi~s~t~ian~_C_O~l.l~e~e
Louis: The Bethany Press, 195 ,p. 77.
46Ibid•
47Hall, 'tOpe c~ ., pp ,
48Ibid., pp , 220-221.
49West, Ope cit., II, 171.
l12-ll3.
50Brown , Ope cit., p , 386..::;.1:;..::...,;;;.;;;;;-
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. 51tratlon.
The Missionary Training School was founded in 1910 by the Chris-
tian Woman's Board of Missions. The school, opening September 20, 1910,
was the first school "to meet the requirements for the preparation of mis-
sionaries as recommended by the Edinburg Conference .,,52 The name of the
school was changed in 1912 to College of Missions. An announcement con-
cerning this said:
The new name more clearly indicates the advanced nature of instruc-
tions given. It at once suggests entranee requirements and collegi-
ate standards. It sets forth the status and nature of the institution,
and the purpose of its foundation .53
An artic Le , appearing in the Christian-Evangelist in 1913, quoted partially
from a catalog of the collegee
The Coll ege of Missions, founded in 1910 by the Christian vJomanIS
Board of Missions, seeks to meet the present-day requirements in the
education of missionaries for service in both the home and foreign
fields. Its courses based on the recommendations of the Edinburgh Re-
port, are, in the main, supplementary to those usually given in col-
lege or university. Its entrance requirements are college graduation,
or acceptance by a missionary board. Being a post-graduate institu-
tion, it is not in competition with regular academic institutions.54
In September, 1928, the College of Missions became affiliated with the Ken-
nedy School of Missions, an interdenominational school at Hartford, Con-
necticut, and its individuality i~S lost.55
On October 29, 1910, the Bloomington Bible Chair was incorporated
at Indiana University at Bloanington, Indiana. Joseph C. Todd who had been
51Charles BlanChard, History of Drake University, Vol. I: Building
for the Centuries (Des Moines: Drake University, 1931), p. 49.
52Commodore Wesley Cauble, Disciples of Christ in Indiana (Indian-
apolis: Meigs Pu~lishing Company, 1930), p. 183.
53Ibid•
54"The College of Missions," Christian-Evangelist, Vol. L, No. 31
(July 31, 1913), 1029.
55Cauble, OPe cit., p. 184.
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56serving as financial secretary became dean on November 1, 1912. In 1914
he wrote:
There are twenty-six hundred students at Indiana University. Five hun-
dred of these come from homes of our own people. The Bloomin~ton Bi-
ble Chair is endeavoring to offer Biblical and religious instruction,
give ministerial care and direct the religious activities of these hun-
dreds of students.57
The name of the Bible chair was changed to the Indiana 3chool of Religion
on September 25, 1917.58
Phillips Bible Inst.itute, which opened on September 10, 1912, and
was incorporated on April 12, 1913, came into being for the express pur-
pose of providing a "speed up" training course for ministers. Thomas W.
Phillips, principal supporter of the school, waswill:ing to deviate from
the accepted procedure of ministerial training that a number of preachers
might be quickly trained to supply the demand of pastorless churches.
He desired a school that would be available to those who could not
attend college. It was to be considered as a Normal School of Reli-
gious Instruction to meet the emergency needs of pastorless churches.
Because of the apparent success of the Canton church and Bible school,
this was thought to be an ideal location for a preacher-training cen-
ter. Canton could be used as a workshop and observation point, so it
was thought, as well as a place to house the neH school. The Official
Board of the Canton church approved, and the work was started. The
curriculum provided for a three-year course, with the student pernut-
ted to take any and all subjects he thought he could carry. The plan
was elastic, with no academic requirements for entrance; and the priv-
ilege of beginning at any tim5~ by correspondence or as a resident
student, was extended to all.
The fact that the churches of the state of Georgia were obtaining
ministers with college training caused them to desire a Christian college
within their borders. Such a college was opened on a farm near Clarkston,
56ill2.., p. 186.
57Joseph C. Todd, "The Bloomington Bible Chair, Indiana University,"
Christian Standard, Vol. XLIX, No.2 (January 10, 1914), p. 75.
58Cauble, lac. cit.
59Shaw, op. cit., pp. 343-344.
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Georgia, on February 4, 1913. It was named Lamar College in honor of
James S. Lamar, preacher and writer. "Buildings included a 14-room
house that became a dormitory, a woodshed made into a chapel, and a
chicken house remodeled into the music studio.n60 Opening with 15 stu-
dents the number increased to 40 in 1914 but the school closed in June
of 1915.61
In 1913 L. C. Brite gave $34,000 that an administration build-
ing for a Bible college at Texas Christian University might be built.
This Bible college became a reality in the fall of 19lh when a charter,
faculty, and a board of trustees were secured for the new school. F. D.
Kershner, who was also serving as president of Texas Christian Univer-
sity, was made president of the Bible college. "In recognition of the
great service of the man who had pioneered in giving, and who set the
example for others to follow, the school was named 'The Brite College of
the Bible.11I62 Brite College moved into its new building in 19150
In 1916 Johnson Bible College was offering the following curricu-
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Ashley Johnson, founder and long time president of the school, commented at
length on the nature and purpose of the curriculum at Johnson Bible COllege.
We propose to give our boys a good English and Classica.l education,
but all these things are tributary and subservient to the one greater
end: a good--indeed the best--Bible education. We teach English, Mathe-
matics, Science, Latin and Greek, History, only because of their value
to the mind and as a supplement to our Bible work. We do not discount
scholarship, but empha.size the one vast, unsatisfied and all prevailing
need of Bible Scholarship. It is amazing how little gospel is preached
in the average, so-called cultured pUlpit. Philosophical and scientific
disquisitions, good enough in their places, are damning both the pulpit
and the pew. We have no desire to add to the ranks that sort of men.
"Out of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaket h ," A man is com-
pelled by the law of nature to speak most about that of which he knows
most. Wew-ant our boys to be Linguists, Historians, Philosophers, Mathe-
maticians, in a degree but, and if I could, I would thunder it to the
earth's ends: We desire that their knowledge of the Old Book,--the Je-
rusalem gospel--should so far excel and surpass their knowledge of every-
thing else that they shall count the learning, the wisdom, the eloquence
of the world as "refusel! when compared to the excellency, the glory, and
the saving efficiency of Him who is revea.ttd therein--this is our one de-
sire, ambition and all-consuming passion.
He also wrote:
During all its history Johnson Bible College has had one aim and one
only, so to train men for the ministry of the Churches of Christ, that
they shall give diligence to present themselves approved unto God, work-
men that need not be ashamed, handling aright the Word of truth •••• As
is usual with vocational and professional institutions, colleges of law,
medicine, and others, no attempt is here made for general education for
its own sake. The courses offered apart from those in sacred history and
theology are such as are deemed essential to the preparation of the preacher
for the largest and most helpful services.
63Black, Ope cit., pp. 62-63.
64rbid., pp. 56-57.
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In this way more intense application to essential preparation for
preaching is secured, less diversity in equipment is necessary, and a
less numerous faculty is required. For this reason also, the income
of the institution, largely the contributions of thousands of friends,
is wholly devoted to the training of the preacher and not for the fur-
therance of secular education.b5
The DeveloEment of Graduate Study
Little emphasis was given to graduate study before the turn of the
century. A few had even objected to the master's degree, quoting "call no
man master.,,66 At the beginning of the period of our study Bo A. Jenkins
wrote concerning the apparent need of opportunities for graduate study.
The time is very close at hand, to be sure, when we shall need to add
to our colleges a department for advanced training--post-graduate train-
ing--of ministers, and thus to t~{e one step, at least, into the univer-
sity world. I do not mean a department which carries on ministerial
training in conjunction with courses in arts. Such Bible departments
and Bible colleges have served a noble purpose in the past, and, indeed,
are still serving such ends; but a step in advance may be taken, if not
immediately, requiring a more thoroug~ training in arts as preparatory
to special training for the ministry. 7
The work that was offered in the Bible colleges of that day was combined
with the regular college work. There was no program offered in the brother-
hood colleges whereby a graduate might pursue such studies as would lead to
the degrees of Master of Arts or Bachelor of Divinity. Consequently a num-
ber of students upon completion of their studies in the brotherhood colleges
would enroll in "ministerial training centers, such as Yale, Harvard, Union,




66Garrison and DeGroot, 0E. cit., p. 385.
67B• A. Jenkins, "Our Educat.Lon ," Christian Standard, Vol. XXXVI,
(May 26, 1900), 2.
613Corey, 0E. cit., po 17.
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The first brotherhood college to confer the D.D. degree was Drake
University.69 In 1897 a Disciple student at the University of Chicago re-
ceived the first Ph.D. granted in the department of church history.70
The master's degree was offered at Cotner University about the
turn of the century. The degree was to be ~ranted to the student "who had
done one year's work in advance of a Bachelor of Arts degree or if he 'had
engaged successfully in some literary or professional calling for three
years.1I171 In addition the student had to present a thesis. By the close
of the period in 1915 the policy of the university was to "discourage grad-
uate work.,,72
During the school year 1906-1907 Clinton Lockhart, dean of the Bi-
ble college at 'l'exas Christian University, introduced the Bachelor of Di-
vinity degree into the school. "The Bachelor of Arts degree was required
as a basis for it, but the two curricula were intermingled. The close fig-
uring student could obtain both degrees within five and a, half years.,,73
Lockhart himself had studied at the universities in the East where such
work was offered.
The policy of Atlantic Christian College toward graduate work dur-
ing the presidency of Caldwell (1908 to 1916) was negative. Only one stu-
dent qualified for the M.A. degree during this time and because of Cald-
well's attitude, he declined it.74
69G . l' tarrlson and DeGroot, oc. c~ •
70Ibid., p. 543.
7lLeon A. Moomaw, History of Cotner University (1916), p. 125.
72Ibid.
OPe cit., p. 113.
7~vare, A History of Atlantic Christian College, OPe cit., p. 109.
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The Master of Arts degree was granted to those at Bethany College
who earned it during these years. Occasionally it was presented on an
honorary basis.75
In 1913 Eureka College offered the Master of Arts degree only in
the religious field. Charles E. Underwood wrote of the college in that
year:
The standard has been constantly raised, until our graduates have
been accepted in the graduate schools of Yale, Harvard, Chicago and
the state Universities.
The college has recently extended its work of ministerial educa-
tion until it can now offer the degree Master of Arts, with courses
that are thorough graduate courses, fully up to the standard of the
larger universities. This Master of Arts will be given only in the
Sacred Literature department, and only on resident work to those who
have taken the A.B. degree from Eureka College or an institution of
like stand ing. 76
By 1920 the majority of the colleges offered graduate work:
Yet, none of these institutions offered courses designed primarily
for graduate students. Graduate students were put in classes with
senior-college students, and in many cases, with junior-college stu-
dents.77
In 1931 Riley Benjamin Montgomery conducted a survey of the Disci-
ple ministry. His studies indicated that at that time 43.4 per cent of
the preachers had le8s than a college education and only 11.1 per cent
had postgraduate training.78 The situation was even worse among rural
preachers of whom 51.4 per cent had neither college or seminary training
and only 10.5 per cent had both a college and seminary training and an
75W• K. Woolery, Bethany Years (Huntington, West Va.: Standard
Printing & Publishing Company, 1911), p. 185.
76Charles E. Underwood, "Eureka College," Christian-Evangelist,
Vol. L, No. 31 (July 31, 1913), 1031.
77Survey of Service: Disciples of Christ, OPe cit., p. 650.
78Montgomery, OPe cit., p. 87.
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additional 4.2 per cent had had the seminary course only.79 While these
figures represent only those who responded to the survey being conducted
by Montgomery they do indicate to some extent the response of the brother-
hood to the opportunities made available by the colleges.
The guest ion of Accreditation
In the period prior to that of our study the matter of accredita-
tion was not such a pertinent concern as it came to be in later years.
It was later said of the College of the Bible that at a time in lEna when
they were independent of the University of Kentucky, "they were not par-
ticular about standards, and this course was planned to meet the needs of
those who were preparing for the ministry."aO
After the turn of the century this problem came to be of greater
concern to the educational leaders of the brotherhood. J. H. Garrison
wrote in 1905:
The university must aLl.ow credit for certain work done in the Bi-
ble college classes. Of course thisW"ork must be up to the univer-
sity's standard, but there is no valid reason why a student attending
a good course of lectures on Biblical history in Hebrew or some of
the other subjects taken up in the Bible colleges shall not receive
credits just the same as if he took the courses in philosophy or
French history in the university, provided the work is equally thor-
ough,al
He was speaking specifically of the Bible college at Columbia, Missouri,
being adjacent to the state university but more generally of education
in the brotherhood, Writing in 1907 C. B. Coleman spoke of what he called
the "aims of a Chri stian college:"
79Ibid., p. <52.
aOportune, op. cit., p. 278.
81J• H. Garrison, "Bible Colleges and state Universities," Chris-
tian-Evangelist, Vol. XLII, No. 34 (August 24, 1905), loa5.
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It should aim at sound, progressive scholarship, its standards should
be high, not only in catalog announcement but in the daily class room;
its students must not be ashamed of their work when they present it for
ex-edit at an alien institution. The religious world has no right to
foist upon the educational world institutions, large or smail, masquer-
ading under the name of colleges and lowering the standards of scholar-
ship.82
As late as 1911 there was not. a single college in the brotherhood
from which graduates "could classify as graduate students without condition
at the better graduate schools of America.1I8.3
There were only two institutions whose graduates could, probably, earn
the degree by one year plus a good summer course; only five others
whose graduates would probably need one year for undergraduate work and
one for the earning of the Master's degree; and only one other whose
Bachelor of Arts degree was merely two years short of equivalency with
the A.B. of a standard coilege.84
With the exception of these eight colleges, the remainder of the brother-
hood schools in 1911 were not equivalent even to a junior college•
85
The
two colleges referred to as having the highest standing among the brother-
hood schools were Drake University and Butler University.86
As early as 1894 Eureka College had placed certain restrictions
upon graduation for the purpose of rais:ing the standard of the work. No
one could be graduated from the Biblical Department until he had completed
the three years' course, and prior to this he had to receive the literary
degree.S7 Consequently, by 1913 the school could say: "The standard has
82C. Be Coleman, "The Aims of a Christian College," Christian-
Evangeli~, Vol. XLIV, No.2 (January 10, 1907), 42.
83survey of Service: Disciples of Christ, loc. cit.
8~ontgomery, o~. cit., p. 45.
85Ibid•-86Survey of Service: Disciples of Christ, loco cit.
87B• C. Deweese, "The Disciple's Divinity House," Christian-Evan-gelist, Vol. XXXI, No. 31 (August 2, 1894), 487.
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been constantly raised, until our graduates have been accepted in the
graduate schools of Yale, Harvard, Chicago and the state Universities.1I88
And yet this does not say that they were accepted on a par with ~raduates
from other colleges.
The colleges were beginning to take an interest in standardizin~
their academic programs. In 1913 Cotner University strengthened its
standards by requiring high. school work for entrance, classes of fifty-
five minutes in length (they had previously been forty-five and prior to
that thirty), and one hundred and thirty hours for ~raduation. 89
In 1915 Hiram College was elected to membership in the North Cen-
tral Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. At the same time the
state Department of Education placed the college on the certified list
thus enabling its graduates "to teach in the public schools without fur-
ther examination .1190
Some of the colleges were not as concerned about the matter of ac-
creditation and.standardization as were others. Such a school was Johnson
Bible College which, though concerned about the quality of the work, was
not fA'lrtic;ularlyinterested in accreditation. "No attempt is made for mem-
bership in secular co11e~e associations but all subjects are so taught as
to receive full credit wherever credit is gra.nted to such subjectso,,91
Five Disciple schools, Butler, Drake, Hiram, Transylvania, and Cot-
ner, were included in a list prepared by the American Council on Education
88Charles E. Under-wood, "Eureka College," Christian-Evangelist,
Vol. L, No. 31 (July 31, 1913), 1031.
89M •oomaw, OPe Clt., p. 123.
90Shaw, Qp. cit., pp. 390-391.
91Black, loc. cit.
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in 1920 as being recormnendedfor "preparing students for postgraduate
st d . f' . .t' ,,9
2
u y ~n orelgn un~verSl les. The academic standards of all the
schools were continually raised until in 1929 the majority of them had
"standarized their work and or~anized their programs to fit into the ed-
ucational system of \ffhich they are a part .,,93
Wenote that during this period the two philosophies of minis-
terial education had crystallized. Yet in both the liberal arts and
Bible centered curriculums there was a concentrated emphasiS on Bible
etudy, In the latter part of the period there was a determined effort
on the part of the colleges to raise the academic standards that stand-
ardization and accreditation might be achieved.




Early Principles of Financial Support
In the early frontier situation schools were built in the towns
that would make the highest "bid" for them. The trustees of Bacon Col-
lege announced that they would move the school from Geor~etown to any
town that wOlud subscribe $50,000 to the school. James Taylor, a law-
yer in Harrodsbur~, secured one hundred pled~es of five hundred dollars
each plus an additional $10,000 for a building site. Consequently on
May 2, 1839, the trustees agreed to move the sChool.l Many of the early
schools were located on a basis similar to this.
Bacon College for many years, there were nevertheless two new, antithet-
However while the frontier colleges followed the practice of
ical principles of financial support developin~ that would eventually be
accepted by one faction or the other of the brotherhood schools. These
were the principles inau~urated by Campbell and by Tolbert Fannin~.
In launching the project of Bethany College, Campbell supplied
$15,000 out of his private funds with which to begin to build buildings
to be used as classrooms•2 It was then that he sought to secure endow-
men t for t he college.
lwest, Ope cit., I, 272.
~oore, Ope cit., p. 366.
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His developed belief in general support of evangelistic and other ac-
tivities enabled him to assume that the churches ought to support it
since it was designed--by him, if not by them--to train ministers and
other young peoPle for Christian living.]
One response came from the people of Illinois who at the state meeting in
Jacksonville in 1852 pledged $10,000 to endow a chair in Bethany Collegeo4
To gain such endowment Campbell made numerous excursions throughout the
United states.
Program makers for the district and state gatherings soon learned
that they could be almost certain to get this prize attraction, the
nationally eminent debater and orator, on their list of speakers if
they would pennit him to give an address on education and take an of-
fering for the college•5
His efforts were not nearly as successful as he desired because the
brotherhood was <pite young and poor at this time. It is interesting to
note that Campbell offe:red to train a Missouri boy in Bethany College
from the proceeds of the sale of his hymnbook in the state of Missouri.
Alexander Proctor was thus selected and, graduating in 1848, became the
first college graduate of the Disciple ministers in the state of Mis-
. 6sourl..
The second principle of financial support was established by Tol-
bert Fanning. Fanning, along with others, became alarmed at the situa-
tion which arose in the 1870's when Kentucky University felt little ob-
ligation to the churches of the state and consequently received little
support from them.7
]Garrison and DeGroot, Ope cit., p. 242.
~athaniel S. Haynes, History of the Disciples of Christ in
Illinois (Cincinnati: The standard Publishing Company, 1915), pp. ]8-39.
5Garrison and DeGroot, 10c. cit.
6Ibid., p , 312.-
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It was the realization of this danger that had led Tolbert Fannin,
and David Lipscomb to advocate that schools have no endowment and
that they might die upon the death of their founders. Men would
give money to richly endow a school and after they died, the mon~y
would be used to destroy the very thing they had tried to erect.
On this basis Fanning founded Franklin College. There was no endowment
and an extremely low tuition fee. The school was indeed dependent upon
the support of the brotherhood. "Fanning was a man of great faith, fully
determining to do the will of God and depending upon God to look after
him.1I9
The attitude of Campbell toward such a policy was quite clear.
Not a College in the world has existed one century without endowment:
nor can they. This fact is worth a thousand lectures. Can any one
name a College that has seen one century without other funds than t~8
fees of tuition? Bacon College, like Bethany, seeks for endowment.
Bacon Co11e,e continued for fifteen years without endowment and
finally closed, not for lack of money, but because of the war as soldiers
of first the south and then the north used the colle,e for barracks.ll
Even as late as the close of the century there were still colleges
that elected to be financed on the subscription basis. An illustration
of such a school is presented here as it was typical of many schools and
colleges of the frontier situation.
At Albany, Missouri, a villa,e of 2,000, Central Christian College
was founded in 1893 on the basis of a gift of five acres of land for
a campus. An adjacent area of 100 acres was to be plotted and sold
in lots, the college to receive one-fifth of the proceeds. Local
subscriptions of $13,000 and the credit of local supporters financed
the erection of "a ma,nificient college buildin,!;at a cost of $20,000."
There was no endowment, and the demand for lots was not brisk. The
faculty was of hi~ school grade, or less. A Methodist college was
Bwest, Ope cit., II, 116-117.
9Ibid., I, 283.
l°Garrison and DeGroot, OPe cit., p. 251.
~est, Ope cit., I, 284.
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started in the same town simultaneously. It was hopefully and naively
predicted that the resulting rivalry would "put both schools on their
met tle •" Instead, it put them on the rocks .12
Indeed it could be said that lithe prairies were scattered with the bones
of dead colleges whose very names have been forgotten. ,,13
In 1879 the brotherhood could boast five universities, twenty-five
colleges, fifteen institutes, seminaries, schools, and Bible chairs with
a total endowment of $1,177,000. Seventeen of these schools no lon!er
exist.14
Twentieth Century colleges and Financial Support
Durin! the period of our study the situation be!an to improve.
Nevertheless in the state of Texas alone from 1900 to 1915 the Disciples
claimed eight colleges, the Church of Christ claimed seven, and there was
an additional college belonging to both of them. Of the sixteen only
three exist today: Texas Christian University, Abilene Christian College
(Church of Christ), and Jarvis Christian College (Negro.)15
The twentieth century however saw the brotherhood manifest a
greater concern as they began to acknowledge their obli!ation to their
colle!es.
In 1904 Joseph I. Irwin gave $100,000 to Butler University for en-
dowment which at that time was "by far the largest amount that any Disci-
ple had ever given to anything.tt16
12aarrison and DeGroot, 0E. cit., p. 373.
13~., p , 253.
14Ibid., p , 374.-15
Co
lby D. Hall, Texas Disciples (Fort Worth: Texas Christian Uni-
versity Press, 195.3), pp. 248-249.
16Garrison and DeGroot, Ope cit., p. 413.
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E. V. Zollars, while at Hiram College, had instituted a system of
financial support that he called "ljving endowment." This scheme "meant
a promise to pay a specified sum each year, rather than contributing the
large capital funds necessary to produce an equivalent amount of inter-
est ."17 It was one of Zollars' greatest contributions to the college.
In essence it was quite similar to that which Tolbert Fanning had pro-
posed years before. In 1907 Miner Lee Bates became president of Hiram,
in which capacity he served for twenty-two years. His administration was
typical of that of so many college presidents of the era.
President Bates needed no second warning as to the attention that
a college president should give to the securing of hard cash. In
later years, it was he who constantly stirred up the trustees to un-
dertake one financial campaign after another. It is difficult to dis-
entangle the campaigns from the continuous search for funds and from
each other, since they often overlapped and money which originally was
sought for one objective, by the time it was secured, was credited to
another use. There was always talk, too, of larger sums than were an-
nounced and projects were voted by the trustees that never got started.
Very -wisely the policy of limited objectives that could be reached
quickly was in general adopted.lS
E. C. Sanderson established the Eugene Divinity School close to
the University of Oregon for several reasons, one of them being that fewer
teachers and less equipment would be needed in the Divinity School, thus
keeping operating costs at a minimum.19 A number of the other schools,
especially the Bible colleges and the Bible chairs, followed a similar
procedure to realize economy.
We have previously noticed that there were individuals who gave
financial support for the purpose 01' seeing their beliefs perpetuated in
170sborn, Ope cit., p. 170.
lSTreudley, Ope cit., p. 175.
19Swander, Ope cit., p. 144.
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20the teaching of the schools. L. C. Brite gave $62,500 to Texas Chris-
tian University lito see that the right kind of teaching should prevail.,,21
T. We Phillips, outstandin~ Disciple philanthropist, gave $30,000 to Beth-
any College in 1910 for such a purpose. 22 Phillips was also the princi-
pal supporter of Phillips Bible Institute. With his death the school
moved to Valparaiso, Indiana, where in 1916 it merged with another school
and lost its identity. Its failure was largely that of a lack of finan-
23cial support.
Reflecting both the thought of Zollars in obtaining "living en-
dowment" and the thought of Fanning in maintaining the position of the
founders, Johnson Bible College faced the financial problem in this way.
Finally, our friends do not want this college endowed. They
could give $250,000, but they prefer to keep the capital and support
the school, and when we or our successors fail to keep the covenant
by introducing anything into our school out of line with the truth
revealed and recorde~4 they can cut off the fodder and the sheep can
hunt other pastures.
In this particular statement Ashley Johnson was explaining why Johnson Bi-
ble College did not wish to participate in the Men and Millions Movement
seeking college endowment. From the beginning Johnson had offered free
admission to the co1le~e to "any young preacher who is without money but
willing to work .1125 Through the blessing of the Lord, as he believed,
20Supra, ppe 27 ff.
2~a1l, History of Texas Christian Universit;y, Ope cit., p. 225.
22"Model Endowment," Christian standaIX!, Vol. XLVI, No. 27 (July 2,
1910), 11J~0.
23shaw, OPe cit., pp. 344-345.
24Ashley Sidney Johnson, "\'I1hyJohnson Bible college Asked to be
Excused," Christian standard, Vol. XLIX, No.3 (January 17, 1914), 103.
25Ash1ey S. Johnson, "I Want to Help the Poor Young Preachers,"Christian-Evangeli~, Vol. XXXI, No. 33 (Au~st 16, 1894), 516.
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and through the support of Christian people who shared his views Johnson
was able to continue operating the school on the basis on which it was
founded and without endowment.
Also, throughout the period there were those who warned against
placing too much emphasis on the importance of endowment. Such a person
was W. P. Aylsworth, professor at cotner:
In a time like ours when educational advantages are so largely
linked with external equipments, such as laboratories and libraries,
we are in danger of underestimating the chief power in education,
viz., the personality of the teacher •••• What Garfield said about
Mark Hopkins, a president of Williams college, is true of culture.
To sit upon one end of a log with this great teacher on the other
was to enjoy a nobler opportunity than could be offered at some great
center in which the arrogance of learning is upper.most. In our own
history Bethany college, in its early days, stands a shining example.
Placed beside modern institutions with up-to-date equipment, it would
be wholly outclassed. Yet what school of the modern days produces
more marked results in real scholarship? There was a master spirit
inspiring pupils and fellow-workers to the highest self development.
26
bilized. The immediate economic future of most of the colleges had been
By 1915 the financial condition of the colleges was greatly sta-
The Fruits of Endowment-
made secure through the numerous efforts to secure endowment. A compar-
i80n of the Year Book of 1902 with that of 1915 indicates what had been
accomplished. Bethany had increased its endowment from $61,000 in 1902
to $400,000 in 1915. Butler's endowment had increased from $250,000 to
$390,000. The College of the Bible extended its endowment from $103,000
to $179,308.43. Cotner multiplied its endowment from $8,000 to $44,800.
Drake University went from $175,000 to $796,000 to become the richest
school in terms of endowment in the brotherhood. Eureka's increase was
ne&ligible, goi~ from $175,000 to $175,375. Eugene enjoyed the 8reate.t
26w. P. Aylsworth, "Personality in Education," Christian-Evangelist,
Vol. XLII, No. 29 (July 20, 1905), 929.
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proportionate increase, extending its endowment from a meager $5,000 to
$80,000. Hiram College incre.sed its endowment from $)00,000 to $400,000.
27
No longer, it appeared, was there a danger of these colleges being closed
because "there was no money to keep them going after their founders had
passed away.,,28 However this was only a temporary achievement. To the
the depression placed a severe economic strain on the colleges. Many of
chagrin of those who had 50 optimistically sought endowment the years of
them went deeply in debt and one of them, Cotner University, was closed.
But a new trend to secure endowment had been established. The
statement was to be made that more money was given to support and endow
the colleges from 1914 to 1924 "than during all the previous history of
the movement .,,29 Consequently while in 1909 there were thirty-three col-
leges with a total endowment of $2,067,749, in 1928 there were twenty-five
colleges (all of the schools affiliated with the Board of Education) with
a total endowment of $14,105,646.07.30
The two principles of financial support were well clarified dur-
ing this period. The majority of the schools sought permanent endowment
and relied upon "living" endowment only as necessity demanded. For the
most part only the independent Bible colleges of a later period sought
"living" endowment as the ultimate goal of financial support.
27Compare: Smith, ed., 0E. cit., p. 31, and Burnham, Lewis, Hopkins,
eds., Ope ci~., pp. 47-54.
28Abbot, ·t 26Ope C~ ., p. o.
29Ibid_.
30Montgomery, OPe cit., p. 62.
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CHAPTER V
PROBLJ~S OF A SERVICE NATURE
The Critical Shortage of Ministers
The periodicals of the period reveal a very pressing problem of
the brotherhood. Early in the first half of the twentieth century it be-
came apparent to many leaders of the movement that there were not eno~h
ministers to supply the churches. The brotherhood had increased numeri-
to prepare an adequate ministry. This is not to be construed as a crit-
cally at a faster rate than the facilities of the colleges enabled them
icism of the ineffectiveness of the colleges but rather as a commenda-
tion of the effectiveness of the Restoration evangelists.
In 1905 Hill M. Bell wrote of the problem.
The need of a more competent ministry is becoming more apparent
every day. It is utterly impossible to supply the increasing demand
made upon the colleges of the Bible at the present time. Churches
are growing in strength, and are now demanding stronger men than they
were willing to accept a few years ago. We are losing some churches
because of our inability to furnish them with energetic, intelligent
pastors. The head of one of the leading Bible colleges of our brother-
hood said to me recently that he could not begin to suPpl1 ministers
for established churches as fast as they were called for.
In 1906 there were 1700 churches of Christ in the state of Mis-
souri and these churches had a membership of 1$0,000. To supply a minis-
try for these churches there were twenty-one men and women studying in
Columbia Bible College. In contrast to this attention was called to the
fact that there were one hundred and thirty-four students enrolled at an
111i11 M. Bell, liTheNeeds of the Churches," Christian-Evangelist,




lIanti" school at Odessa., Missouri.2 Though this situation was hardly
typical of all the states, it does give a picture of the conditions in
the state where Disciples were strongest.
Carl Johann, writing in 1907, compared the number of churches
and available ministers with the number of ministerial students being
prepared by all the brotherhood colleges.
Our national statistician tells us that there are now in the United
states twelve thousand churches and only seven thousand ministers,
and that, as the older ministers and pioneer preachers are rapidly
passing away, while the number of churches is constantly increasing,
the discrepancy becomes larger every day.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
You will probably be surprised when I tell you that in all these
schools there are perhaps five hurrtred young men preparing for the
ministry, and, if these young men are divided about equally between
the four classes (Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors) usually
found in colleges, there may be about 125 graduates each year.3
In 1908 J. H. Garrison made the observation, which we have al-
ready noted, that the colleges were not training fewer men for the minis-
try but rather that the churches were demanding more than ever before.
Among the Disciples of Christ there has not been a decrease in the
number of young men preparing for the ministry, except perhaps rela-
tively to our numerical strength, as compared with former times; but
in our case the dearth of ministers has resulted from the fact that
churches have been multiplied much more rapidly than has our minis-
terial s~pply. In other words, evangelization with us has outrun ed-
ucation.4
Garrison criticized the brotherhood for not showing a proper concern about
the work of the colleges.
It is evident from our neglect of our colleges, that we do not real-
ize yet the vital connection between our colleges and our ministerial
2"The Missouri Bible College," Christian standard, Vol. XLII,
No. 50 (December 15, 1906), 1927.
3Carl Johann, "Our Great Educational Problem," Christian Standard,Vol. XLII, No. 12 (March 23, 1907), 501.
4J• H. Garrison, itA study of Our Present-Day Problems," Christian-Evangelist, Vol. XLV, No.1 (January 2, 1905), 4.
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supply, which we must have if our cause among us to-day who arel'lield-
ing the greatest influence in the ministry, and note how largely they
are men of college education. Where are we to look for the large in-
crease in our ministerial supply, which we must have if our cause is
not to suffer irreparable damage, if not to our colleges~5
Hugh McLellan commended the colleges for the work that they were
doing and implored the churches to be more responsible in their relations
with the colleges.
The colleges under our care have done excellent work. No better tes-
timony is needed than the host of Gospel preachers who, as a body,
are presenting the claims of Christ with a power second to none. But
we need more men. We need nov. five hundred freshly minted from our
colleges. There is a natural and continuous leakage in our ministe-
rial supply. Some die, some retire, some are diverted into other call-
ings. There should be a fresh and large stream ever flowing in. To
do this we mugt devote thought and money to building up our educational
institutions.
R. H. Crossfield made a comparison in 1912 of the church and min-
isterial student ratio. The results of his study appeared in the Christian
Standard.
We have in all 10,940 congregations in the United states, and
5,988 preachers. This nwnber of ministers includes all of our evan-
t;elists, most of our superannuated preachers, all who combine other
pursuits and professions with their ministry, and all student preachers.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
In all of our colleges, state universities, and other colleges, we
have 1,097 young men and young women preparing for the ministry and the
mission field. Of this number, 371 are already preaching, leaving a
net prospective reserve supply of 726. Of these 726, not more than
two hundred complete their preparation and enter the ministry annually.
This number is far too small even to maintain our present ministry, ,S
is shown by the fact that there was a net decrease of 177 last year.
In comparing this article by Crossfield in 1912 with the one by Carl Jo-
hann in 1907 we see that there were fewer churches and ministers in 1912
5J. H. Garrison, "The College and the Preacher," Christian-EvangeliS.,
Vol. XLV, No.2 (January 9, 190$), 36-37.
6Hugh McLellan, "Education Day," Christian-Evangelist, Vol. XLV,
No.2 (January 9, 1908), 40.
7a• H. Crossfield, "The Present Crisis," Christian standard...!..Vol.XLVIII, No. 26 (June 29, 1912), 1043.
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but more students in preparation. This would tend to indicate that the
situation was improving.
(The reader must keep in mind that it was during this period that
the separation between Churches of Christ and Disciples of Christ became
lIofficial" in that the two separate groups were now listed. Consequently,
all figures concerning the number of churches and ministers as presented
in this chapter, such as the comparison between Crossfield and Johann as
presented above, must be interpreted in light of this fact.)
The Colleges and the Supply of Ministers
To gain a perspective of the period we note a survey conducted in
1993 by Maria Butler Jameson. The presidents of t~e brotherhood colleges
were questioned: "How many students are preparing to preach the Gospel?"
Fronl the replies of those that responded to the survey these figures were
obtained. Bethany had fifty such students. Butler had thirty-one. Cot-
ner had thirty-four. Drake University claimed seventy-five. Eureka had
eighty. Hiram's reply was rather indefinite, indicating that it had be-
tween seventy-five and one hundred. The College of the Bible at Lexing-
ton had the largest group, one hundred and eighty-six. Nashville College
of the Bible had thirty-five.g Just two years before the College of the
Bible had had only one hundred and forty-one, showing an increase of forty-
five ministerial students.9
The Canlpbell Institute was organized in Springfield, Illinois, on
October 19, 1$96, during the national convention. There were fourteen
~aria Butler Jameson, IIOur Bible Colleges and Ministerial stu-
dents, II Christian-Evangelist, Vol. XXX, No. 19 (May 4, 1393), 2g4.
9Chas• Louis Laos, "KentuckyUniversity," Christian-Evangelist,
Vol. XXVIII, No. 32 (August 6, 1991), 50g.
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charter members. That which "impelled them to organize" was: "Many
young men were being lost, or were in danger of being lost, to the min-
istry and educational work of the Disciples because higher education
seemed to mean a break with the brotherhood.1I10
The Eugene Divinity School had thirty-four students in 1903,
twenty of whom were preparing for the ministry.ll Two years later, in
1905, the college had thirty-ei~ht students, which was "the largest enroll-
ment in the eleven years' history of the school.,,12 Obviously not all of
these were ministerial students.
Hiram College during the presidency of Zollars, which began in
1888 and ended in 1902, became lithe leading school in the brotherhood for
the training of religious leaders. ,,13 In 1905 of the forty-one students
that constituted the largest class ever to graduate from Hiram there were
ei~hteen that had prepared for the ministry.14 In 1910 there were forty-
three young men studying for the ministry .15 Durin~ these years there
was a strong missionary emphasis in the college. In 1910 B. S. Dean, a
professor in the colle~e, wrote that Hiram had sent sixty of its students
to the mission fields in the past sixteen years. This was approy~ately
16
twenty-five per cent of all the missionaries of the brotherhood. By
l~llsworth Faris, "The Campbell Institute: Questions and Answers,"
Progress, ed. Herbert L. Willett, Orvis F. Jordan, and Charles M. Sharpe
thicago: The Christian Century Press, 1917), p. 47.
11Brown, 0E. cit., p. 390.~
12J• M. Morris, IIEugene Divinity School,1I Christian-Evangelist,Vol. XLII, No. 48 (November 30, 1905), 156l.
13Shaw, op. cit., p. 304.
14Ib1,9.., p , 347.
15Ibid._
16Ibid •, 346p. •
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1918 Hiram had sent eighty of its stuients to the mission fields .17 In
this same year a report was made that seventy per cent of the nine hun-
dred and twenty-eigpt living alumni of Hiram had ~iven themselves to the
altruistic services of IIpreachin~, teaching, nursing, and social settle-
ment and various religious vocations. ,,18
In 1908 there were one hundred and sixty-five students in the Col-
lege of the Bible of Drake University. This seems to have been the hi~h
point of enrollment. Of this number eighty-four were preachers, fifty-
four of whom were regularly serving seventy-eight pUlpits in Iowa, Mis-
souri, and Kansas.19
Oklahoma Christian University began in 1907 with fifty-four min-
isterial students.20 The second year saw a total enrollment of three hun-
dred and twelve, of whom seventy-three were ministerial students.21 In
1909 President Zollars expressed the optimistic belief that during the
22third year they would enroll "not less than 100 ministerial students. II
In 1909 at the close of over fifty years of service to the churches
of Illinois, Eureka College had graduated three hundred and six men and
one hundred and thirty-five women. Of this number there were one hundred
17Wilcox, Ope cit., p. 85.
18Ibid., p , 84.
19B1anchard, Ope cit., p. 50.
20E• V. Zollars, "Oklahoma Christian University," Christian-Evange-
~, Vol. XLVI, No.1 (January 7, 1909), 16.
2~. V. Zollars, "Oklahoma Christian University," Christia.n-ETan~e-
~, Vol. XLVI, No.1 (January 7, 1909), 16.
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and nine ministers and ten missionaries.23
On December 16, 1910, G. W. Muckley wrote to the various schools
of the brotherhood, requesting a "list of the junior and senior students
preparing for the ministry.,,24 Five months later he was prepared to pub-
lish a report indicating that there were two hundred and twenty ministe-
rial students distributed as follows: Bethany College had eighteen such
ministerial students. College of the Bible at Lexington had thirty-five.
Cotner University had thirteen. Canton Christian University had sixteen.
Drake University had thirty-seven. ~ureka College had thirteen. Eu~ene
Bible University had twenty-six. Johnson Bible College had the largest
number of all, thirty-nine. Milli~an College had nine. Texas Christian
University had fourteen.25 Obviously this is not a complete picture of
the prospective ministry of the brotherhood because freshman and sopho-
more ministerial students were not included nor did all the schools re-
spond to the survey.
Short-lived Lamar College indicated in 1909 (which proved to be
its final year) that of its fifty-five students, nine young men were pre-
parin~ for the ministry and three young ladies for missionary service.26
Of a total of 3,751 alumni from the four schools Butler, Transy-
Ivania, Hiram and ~ureka during the years 1860 to 1919, a total of six
hundred and ninety-three, or nineteen per cent, entered some kind of
23Pro ram of the International Centennial Celebration and Conven-
tions of the Disci les of Christ Christian Churches, loco cit.
24G• W. Muckley, "The Need of the Ministry," Christian-Evan,;elist,
Vol. XLVIII, No. 21 (May 25, 1911), 722.
25Ibid•
26Josephus Hopwood, "Lamar College, II Christian Standard, Vol. XLIX,
No. 25 (June 20, 1914), 1099.
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reli~ious service.27
A comparison of the Year Book for 1902 with the one for 1915 in-
dicates what was in most instances an increase in the enrollment of min-
isterial students in the brotherhood schools. In 1902 Bethany had thirty
ministerial students; in 1915 it had eighty-four. In 1902 Butler had
thirty, in 1915, thirty-three. Christian University at Canton had thirty-
eight in 1902 and thirty-seven in 1915. The College of the Bible at Lex-
ington had one hundred and forty-seven in 1902 and one hundred and sixty-
three in 1915. Cotner multiplied from twenty-five in 1902 to sixty in
1915. Drake had one hundred and three in 1902 and one hundred and thirty-
one in 1915. Eugene multiplied from eighteen to sixty-two. Eureka de-
creased from thirty-seven to thirty-three. Hiram, i!noring the emphasis
of Zollar's administration, slipped from one hundred to forty-one. Milli-
gan increased from ten to seventeen. The School of the Evangelists in-
creased from one hundred and ten to one hundred and thirty-eight. Texas
Christian University had fifteen in 1902 and thirty-seven in 1915.28
Another comparison shows that while there was a definite increase
of ministerial students during the years of our study the trend did not
continue in the years immediately to follow. In 1909 the thirty-three
colleges of the Disciples had 1,065 ministerial students. In 1928 the
twenty-five colleges (all of the schools affiliated with the Board of Ed-
ucation) reported a total of 1,062 ministerial students. During this same
period the entire enrollment of the colleges had increased from 7,658 stu-
dents to 11,807 students.29
27Survey of Service: Disciples of Christ, Ope cit., p. 622.
28Compare: Smith, ed ,, op. cit., p. 31, and Burnham, Lewis, Hopkins,
eds., Ope cit., pp. 47-54.
2~ontgomery, oe. cit., p. 62.
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Consequently a number of the leaders of the movement began to
envision special ministerial training schools that would quickly supply
a trained ministry to answer the demand of the churches. T. W. Phillips'
attempt at Canton, Ohio, was such an effort. The numerous independent
Bible colleges of the twenties, thirties, and forties were similar re-
sponses.
The Boards of Education
The benefits of cooperation in the various aspects of brother-
hood life were early recognized by the leaders of the movement. Conse-
quently there were early cooperative attempts related to the educational
efforts of the brotherhood. One of the first of such efforts and most
outstanding was the organization of the Kentucky Christian Education So-
ciety, founded at Versailles, Kentucky, on June 6, 1855. The purpose of
the organization was "to educate and prepare pious members of the Con~re-
gations of Christ in Kentucky for discharging the duties of Christian min-
isters.")O Instrumental in fornling the society were John T. Johnson, Wil-
liam Morton, and Philip S. Fall. By 1901 the society had assisted in the
training of five hundred young men at a total expenditure of $100,000. In
the early years the money was given as a gift, in later years loaned with-
out interest, to students to provide "such financial assistance as is nec-
essary to enable a student to obtain a college education at the cheapest
rate of living.,,31 In the light of our study in the chapter on the inter-
pretation of the purpose of the Restoration Movement it is interesting to
note this excerpt from the clmrter which was granted on March 8, 1856.
30Fortune, Ope cit., p. 285.
31J• H. Garrison (ed.), The Reformation of the Nineteenth Century,
Ope cit., pp. 155-156.
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The exclusive oDject of this society shall be to educate pious YOlm,
men who have been immersed 'into the name of the Father and of the
Son, and of the Holy Spirit' upon a confession of their'faith that
'Jesus is the Christ, the Son of the living God,' who are willing to
devote their lives to the proclamation of the gospel as tau~ht by the
Messiah and his apostles, and who, as disciples of Christ prefer to
be denominated fChristians.,32 '
Efforts at cooperation on 8. national level crystallized in the
American Christian Education Society. At the Detroit convention in Oct-
ober of 1904 Harry G. Hill was elected as the first full-time correspond-
in~ secretary of that organization. At the same time the convention ap-
proved the third sunday in January as an annual, national "Education
Day.,,33 Special emphasis was given from that time on in the brotherhood
periodicals to this "Education Day."
However this organization did not sufficiently answer the desires
of the leaders in education. In 1911 Zollars wrote, arguing for a National
Education Society:
This desirable result cannot be accomplished except through a na-
tional or~anization. Schools with small endowments cannot, of course,
cover as large a. field as schools with large endowments, but there
ought to be a reco~nized amount of work required for the Bachelor's
degree and a degree received from any of our schools ought to stand
for as much work as is required for the same degree in any other
school. The work may differ somevmat in kind; that is, some schools
may offer a la.r~er field of electives than others, but in the amount
required for a given degree there ought to be a substantial a~reement.
A National society can do much to bring this about, and especially if
it has a National secreta"7 devoting himself entirely to the work,3
In 1914 R. A. Lon~ promised to give $1,000,000 if the brotherhood
would contribute an additional $5,000,000 for missions, education, and be-
nevolences.35 Long made his pled~e with the understanding that $3,500,000
3~ortune, loco cit.
330sborn, 0E. cit., p. 182.
3~. v. Zollars, "Educational Letters to the Brotherhood," Christian-
Evangelist, Vol. XLVIII, No.3 (January 19, 1911), 74.
35
Th
is financial endeavor became the Men and Millions Movement.
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of the total was to go specifically to the colleges. The magnitude of this
project "called for a more substantial educational organization. ,,36 Out of
this necessity the Board of Education of Disciples of Christ was formed in
st. Louis in 1914. There were twenty-six institutions represented and the
presidents of these institutions formed the board.3? Ten years later, in
1924, this statement was made about the successful endeavors of the board.
The board was organized in 1914, yet in the short time that has
elapsed since, it has aroused a new enthusiasm for education among the
Disciples. Largely by its influence and suggestions the colleges have
been put on better financial basis, the standard of SCholarship raised,
and the institutions have gained more confidence and attention from the
Brotherhood at large. It is rapidly recovering some of our lost edu-
cational ideals and giving our colleges better standing all around. Not
the least of its ~~1~ice3 is the promotion of co-operation among the col-
leges themselves.
The present Board of Higher Education was organized in 1938 on a
somewhat different basis. The board today "represents lay personnel, minis-
ters, and executive heads of member institutions and agencies.,,39
Brotherhood Control of the Colle~e6
At a meeting of the churches of Illinois--such a meeting as was em-
bryonic of the present convention--at Abingdon in 1852 a plan was endorsed
to improve the educational system at Walnut Grove. At that time there were
already students from twenty Illinois communities studying there. 40 The
same convention also organized a Board of Education, selecting ministers
William Davenport, John Lindsay, George W. Minier, Jonathan Atkinson, and
36Garrison and DeGroot, Ope cit., p. 415.
3?Ibid.
38Abbott, Ope cit., p. 208.
39Corey, Ope cit., p. 269.
40Haynes, Ope cit., p. 37.
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A. J. Kane and professor A. S. Fisher to serve on the board. The purpose
of this board was lito consider and report ways and means of establishing
academies in various parts of the State under the exclusive management
of the Disciples in Illinois .,,41
Campbell had always sought to gain genera L brotherhood recogni-
tion and support of Bethany Col1 ege. 'l'her-e was no action taken, however,
during Campbell's lifetime to place the college in the control of the
brotherhood.
In 1882 the state convention of the churches of Missouri adopted
a constitution "which assumed the oversi~ht of all the schools operated
by the brethren in the state .,,42 Furthermore the convention insisted that
"all schools demanding recognition a.llow the nomination of their trustees
by the State Convention."43 Though this plan seemed sensible to the con-
vention the colleges were slow to respond. Three years later there were
only two schools that had submitted to state control, Christian Univer-
sity at Canton and the orphan school at Camden Point.
Northwestern Christian College was established at Excelsior, Min-
nesota, as a liberal arts school. In 1891 the control of the college came
under the auspices of the stateo
The ownership and management of the college is now under the con-
trol of our Minnesota Christian Missionary Society. In other words,
it is not a private affair, but belongs to the brotherhood of Minne-
sota.41+.
41Ibid., pp. 37-38.
42west, Ope cit., II, 2S5.
43lbid•
44"Minnesota Educational vlork," Christian-Evangelist, Vol. XXVIII,
No. 28 (July 9, 1891), 439.
Such were the early attempts to place the colleges under state
brotherhood control. For the most part, though, the spirit of the col-
leges was the spirit of independency.45 The rise and fall of the many
colleges is indicative of this. The only real control of the churches
over the colleges was quite indirect, that of the colleges recognizing
the obligations to the churches that they must accept if they were to
be assured of adequate financial support. In the latter part of the pe-
riod of our study, as endowments were multiplied, the colleges became in-
creasingly independent.
45Moore, Ope cit., p. 49.
CONCLUSIONS
It has not been our purpose to make such a study as can be re-
duced to a few pregnant statements of conclusion. Rather the value of
our study is to be found in the varied impressions that are gained con-
cerning the nature and scope of ministerial education of the brotherhood
of Christian Churches at the beginning of the twentieth century. Of the
various observations made throughout the study, the more important are
presented here.
(1) The difference of opinion in the colleges and among the ed-
ucational leaders of the period reflects the two divergent philesophies
that were developing, philosophies of the nature of ministerial educa-
tion as well as of the very interpretation of the purpose of the Restora-
tion Movement. This is not to say that the colleges determined the course
that these two philosophies should take but rather they reflected the way
that they were going. Actual~, the periodicals of the Movement largely
determined the course of the development of brotherhood life and activity.
Also there ,..ere several outstanding figures, such as McGarvey and Zollars,
in the field of education who were quite instrumental in this process.
For the most part the colleges simply fell in line with one philosophy of
action or the other.
(2) The two significant principles of ministerial education today
were outlined and clarified by 1915. One philosophy was to emphasize lib-
eral arts education as the basis of the training, the other to center on
a specialized curriculum of Bible study.
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(3) There was a general attitude of genuine concern about rais-
ing the level of scholarship in the brotherhood colleges. This was to
be achieved through raising the entrance requirements, strengthening the
faculties, increasing the libraries, seeking standardization and accred-
itation, and emphasizing continued graduate study.
(4) The principles of securing financial support, though orig-
inating years earlier, were realized in this period. The majority of
the schools sought permanent endowment while a number of schools desired
only "living endowment."
(5) The brotherhood was aware of the critical shortage of minis-
ters and attempted to rectify this situation.
(6) In harmony with the spirit of the times there were several
attempts to establish such organizations of leadership as would offer
guidance to the colleges and correlate their efforts.
The investigation of this subject and the preparation of this
thesis have proven to be a most intriguing study for the writer. He has
sincerely appreciated this examination of a very fonnative period of the
brotherhood that is so dear to him.
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